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By Alex Makowki
The review of MIT's educa-

tional mission begun three-years
ago by then-President Howard
Johnson, ended this week with
the report of the Rogers Com-
mittee, the Special Task Force
on Education.

Formed last spring to follow
up on the work of the MIT
Commission and prepare specific
proposals for faculty action, the
Task Force has proposed:
I) the expansion ,of current ex-
perimental undergraduate re-
search programs to form an
extensive part of most students'
regular curriculumwn;
2) administrative reorganization
to create a Dean for the Aca-
demic Program responsible for
providing an "educational-focus
for the faculty's exercise of its
undergraduate educational re-
sponsbility" '

3) a more-formal commitment
of MIT resources to programs in
educational research, including
specifically the establishment of
a separate. "Educational Divi-
sion" to provide the needed or-
ganization;, coordination, and
support.

The report and its recommen-
dations will be a major topic of
discussion at the faculty's regu-
tar monthly meeting next
Wednesday. From there it will
go to the-Committee on Educa-
tional Policy (CEP) for review;
their recommendations should
.be available- early - next term.
Faculty chairman Hartley Rog-
ers, who chaired the Task Force,
expects faculty action by March
on. his body's proposals and
whatever the CEP submits.

Although the report's essen-
tials were aired publicly as long
ago as the Inaugural discus-
sions early in October, there has
been little reaction from either
students or faculty. One admin-
istrator pointed out that the
faculty is accustomed to waiting

fosr a final, written report.before
debating the merits of proposals,
while the lack of student inter-
ests fits the pattern evident
when the Commission report
was released a year ago.

Because so few faculty mem-
bers have considered the report,
few predictions of how the
faculty will react to the Task
Force's suggestions are available.
Should opposition develop, most
of it will be directed at the
proposal for an Undergraduate
Dean. Such a change would chip
away at the discretion depart-
ments now exercise in planning
undergraduate programs; there
are reports of serious criticism
from department chairmen who
saw a Limited-circulation prelim-
inary version of the document.
The "seminar/research experi-
ence" portion of the recommen-
dations is a formalization of an
experiment already judged a
huge success by faculty and
students involved, and, while
there may be some qualms from
humanities and social science
professors unfamiliar with the
method, passage of some form
of the proposal is likely. As for
the Educational Research Divi-
sion, few will dispute its leg-
itimacy and value for MIT. What
remains to be seen, though, is
where the faculty will rank the
idea among MIT's other pri-
orities

The report winds up seven
months of deliberation by the
Task Force.-The MIT Commis-
sion itself recommended some
sort of follow-up bodies, and
Johnson, Jerome Wiesner, and
Commission Chairman Ken Hof-
fman chose Ragers and five
other faculty and administrators
to do the work. Input from
students was limited to a
meeting with several Student
Committee of Educational Pol-
icy members last spring and
individual contacts.

By Paul Smacaer
Dr. Ethan Signer, Professor of

Biology, returned from the
International Conference on
Medicine and the Indo4China
war with some sharp words
about US involvement. Signer
delivered his comments to a
sparsely attended press confer-,
ence in 16-820A last Tuesday
afternoon.

He began by briefly outlining
the high points of the confer-
ence, incudig a paper written
by a US surgeon, Dr. Gordon
Lidngston (who was not present
at the conferences but had the
paper read foridm).

L'ingston noted that he had
,served ina Vietnam,- and descn'bed
the situations faced .by a surgeon
in a -war situaion which calls for
the use of medicine as a potent
political weapon, both in the
selectve application of medical
care to civilians, based on Army
policy towards the-civilian popu-
lation, and its selective applica-
tion to prisoners of war.

In his paper, Livingston de-
scribed one situation in which
the Army's chief anestheiologist
suggested the use of a compound
which, when injected in the
proper dosage, will make -a pri-
soner feel shortof breatli It is
so effective fat most-prisoners
fear iminient suffocation. The
anesthesiologi suggested this as
a method for extracting infor-
mation, and even offered to ad-
minister it himself if Lingston
did not care to.

Sniger went on to descibe
the technological war which the
United States is curently fight-
ing on the electronic battleFleld,
as it was put forth by the dele-
gates from Southeast Asia them-
selves (oarth Vietnam amnd. the
Provisionary Revolutionary Gov-_
ernment had reprasentatives,
although Saigon did not). He
outlined the current evidenIce
which points to defoliants as a
likely cause of a substantial i1
crease in bith defects, and
noted the ncreasing use of anti-
personnel weiapons. tht cannot
distinguish between cimians and

sterbombs to war from 9 to 5, sit at a
computer console, and operate

bombing that way. '

,' just as a Delegates to the conference
hbing (and claimed that there was; what
I bombing Signer termed "a deliberate,
, 300 peo- planned, 'systematic success by
iew craters the United States in bombing
craters fill hospitals. There is very little
and breed doubt that hospitals are con-
mosquito- sidered legitimate air bombing
s malaria), targets. There was a great deal of
meters of evidence presented to this
of this by effect."

W. hen asked about MIT's role
also ad- -in -the Vietnam. war, Signer

can corpo- noted that, 'A lot of research
t the war:. for the technological war has
)rporation,- been going on at MIT and similar
d owrnsthe institutions. . . MIT's complicity
ithe other is very deep, and very serious,
ticated de- and Also very calculated. The
detection modern concept of the techno-
esp onsible logical war was basically orgin-
loneywell,: ated in a proposal made...
3ombs and during the Johnson administra-
pidly lead- tion... by two scientists from
1 the miti- Harvard and two scientists from
-wing with MIT, all of them highly re-
will be no spected physical scientists, one
with the of them recently elected presi-
ou will go dent of MIT."

soldiers, including clus
and gas.

Signer mentioned
damage: "In one day
result of ordinary bon
I guess you can call
ordinary in S.E.·Asia)
ple are killed, 3500 n
are formed (and these
rapidly with water,
diseases, especially
born diseases, such a
and 630,000 cubic
earth are moved. All
just the bombing."

The conference
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By Storm Kauffman . National Science Foundation
In the first of a. series of .- NSF) and the AEC have ceased

discussions presented in associa- to be apolitical._:After the veto
tion with the Federation of of a suggested appointee for
American Scientists, Dan Green- political reasons, Nixon assured
berg, Washington correspondent the NSF that it would not hap-
of Science concentrated on Sci- pen again and promptly added
ence Policy in the Nixon Admin- $10 million to the Foundation
istration. - budget. However, it has hap-

Greenberg began by stating ppened again, at least once tomthe
that "it's a small subject." Nixon - NSF, and also with the.AEC.
has rarely made statements con- Nixon has correctly judged
cerning scientific matters and public opinion to be cool to
typical of what he has said is a sientific issues and has accord-
remark at the awarding last May ingly stayed away. This is espe-
of the National Medals of Sci- cially apparent in the public's
ence. It was to the effect that he loss of interest in space flight.
had read the citations and did CGreenberg saw little chance of a
not undedstan them and this quick come back for NASA
indicated .how important the noting that," although those in
work must be. the know may worry over the'

Nixon is apparently not very Russians advancing past us, it is
interested in science. Hehas not next to impossible to get the
made the usual gestures that past point over to the layman.
Presidents have made. The diffi- AS for unemployment of sci-
cualties that the scientific and enists and engineers: Nixon has
enneering' .communnity ate practically ignored it claiming
now experiencing have not been that only two to three percent
impressed upon , him. Admit- of these areunemployedas com-
tedly, he has inherited a lot of pared to a six percent national
the troubles, but he is making rate. Unstated is the fact that
the worst of the situation. It is these out-of-work technicians do
not at all like the heyday during not constitute a powerful minor-
the Kennedy years when it was ity.
'the more science, the better-' James Magruder has been be-

Important scientific posts come a '"super scientific advi-
such as the direorhips of the-'sor' to Nixon as the White

House Science Advisor - Ed
David - and his' office
have been declining in stature.
David missed an opportunity in
choosing "options over advo-
cacy" and thus opening the way
for the Magruder Initiatives.

'Tlses -Initiatives (for which
Nixon has allowed only three
months preparation as he wants
them for the State of the Union
Message) are supposed to be a

,wide ranging package of scien-
tific programs in health, trans-
portation, and most of the other
major areas.

The future for basic research
is not too bright. Nixon has
increased funds for only cancer
and drug-abuse research as these
are very popular issues now.
Physics, especially, has been left
in dire straits and the full opera-
tion of the Batavia particle accel-
erator will eat up $60 million a
year of the already over-
stretched budget.

Greenberg poointed out some
interesting Nixon footwork on
the cancer problem. When a
Kennedy committee decided to
present a new approach in Con-
gress, Nixon increased the funds
for research by a hundred mil-
lihon. The morning of the vote on
the Kennedy bll, he called a
speial news conference and

stated: that as he was commander-
in-chief in timnes of war, he was
going to lead the attack on
cancer. He brushed off a report-
er's question as to the timing of
his statement.

Not all of Nixon's politicalism
is turning out poorly. Although
AEC Director Slesinger tried to
jump on the ecology bandwagon
at the start by agreeing that the
radiation standards were not
good enough, he has now
stepped in and had construction
on the Chesapeake Bay power
station begun again. A. court
order had halted work and
brought most other nuclear
plant construction -in the coun-
try to a halt as well. Way behind
schedule as it is, the work is at
least progressing again while a
final court decision is awaited.

The Defense Department still
shells out about two hundred
million a year for academic
research, but many of the other
programs do not provide nearly
as much as they appear to. Some
of the ·funds are diverted into
nonscientific , channels while
some more is- "held in reserve"
rather than. really paid out.
Despite this, the government
does play a large role in US
research and . development.
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Rogers Report caps
look at MIT education

Signer outlines conference
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.ve radio theater
By Leon Pero venture; they have not yet bot

.Why would anyone want to ered to give themselves title
- experiment with a nearly-dead However,. Schindler will filln

art form such, as radio theatre?. executive' producer role, 
After all, the-audience migrated aging the engineering and otllm
to TV years ago.. Successful ra- physical aspects' of the produc
dio formats today: are limited tions;'. Schwartz will coordin'a
almost exclusively to news, talk writing and directin .
and -music. So. why 'botfher pro- Engineering will be provided.
ducing radio plays? - by WTBS staffers;' the miost pre-

WTBS' 'second UAP Radio sing need, explained Schwartz
Theatre Workshop will grapple for scripts, writers and- vice !
with those questions, but pri- (and the people who have theme.}
matily 'it will be actively pro- The Radio Theatre;Workshop=
.dUving' radio scripts some by will b oa somewhat expanded
student authors. version- of last year's /TBS-

Paul Schindler '74 and Bruce Presents," : which produced four-
Schwartz '72 are o rganizing the plays for broadcast in March anji

April; they were "Dr. Jekyll and=
-r G Mr. Hyde,'? lbsen's "The Wild-

.. Duck," "Sam Patch," an- origini
farce written by, Schindler, and']

~.~ John Synge's "Riders to the--
sea"' which 'was performed by a-an-L~i~RM group from UMass Boston. They'!
received mixed reviews. :

Schwartz and Schindler wan[~
, 1 z to produce as many shows a i

possible, "within the time avail. 
able and the standards we hopt
to establish." Probably thisw'

, . XMAS/;pring VaC. packages - mean four or five productionm.
.deluxe beach-f ront hotels. "We want to try a varie ty of-OPEN ONLY TO MIT-WELLESLEY styles, and we -want to expe .1

SKI THE ALPS - 15 DAYS ment with music and fonrat, I
$32.5 said Schwartz. "We also want!

scits - any length, any sulAll-nclusive tour-XitzbuheXl nnsbruc script -bn entan u
~t. AntoTn. DEC. thru MARCH ject."e
Very limited spacon all prime dates An organizational meeting of'
for both tours. You must apply im- WTBS Radio Theatre Worksh0p,
mediatelyl ~ will be held Monday night,-De.E
UNI-TRAVEL CORP., BOSTON cembel 3, in Student Center262-2818 room 491 at 7:30 pmx. All per.1

360C. mm~nw-eal~- A ve'lat~assav~ sons in the MIT Coinmunityl
interested in any aspect of the[

-- . Workshop are invited to attend.=
People. with scripts (either fote
radio or adaptable) can submit[
copies at WTBS, 50-030 (Walkei
_ Memorial). e
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PICTURE YOURSELF AS 

A PAUUIST. - ~
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piclure a'""re"-
Iigous

Community
founded by
a%4 Amnei-
can- conert tm g¢ i
in, and f or,'the E3':"
benefit of : ...
.North Amer

PictUre aLo -
founder WHO
was a century' :
ahead of his " '
time. A man : :
with a vision
that care true.- !
A man with
a- belief that 
a Community could be modern L
and flexible enough to meet the

"'B~ .. ...... needs of the-Church in every age 
as they arise. A Community that 
wouldn't lag behind the times on 
leaden feet. A Community that
would onmnnicate through the
spoken and printed word and one
that wouldn't be hampered by ]l
specific activities when new needs
ar-ise.

| 9 ~~~~~~~~~~Next, picture the men in- this h
_" .[ new Community..They would be

- fl[exible. Each one would use his
own individual talents in his own
way and would be given the free-
dorm to do so.

These are the Paulists. The
. modern religious Community. I

Keeping pace with the times.
·' lB Concerned. Involved.

- , n ' If you can picture yourself as ·
a Paulis$ why not write for more

: - . il information to: Rev. Donald C.
_[iC ebe , CASP., Vocation DiEt-

I, RoomNo. 400 -

45 West59fh S1e
New Yodg N.Y. 10019
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A boon to your pants wardrobe and your budget,
too. These great-fitting jeans are fashioned of a
smart acrylic rib knit that's washable and bonded
with nylon tricot to keep its shape perfectly.
Choose brown, blue, charcoal or camel. Waist sizes
28 to 38 in mostly medium lengths (31-32" leg).

Plain & Ribbed Knit
Cotton Turtlenecks
available in many
fashion colors at
2.98 and 3.98.
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famous .. 
california maker's--
usual 813,00

flare jeans
in bonded acrylic: k it
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that is safe,
legal &

inexpensive
cab be set up on an

outpatient basis by calling
The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service
(215)722-5360

24 hours - 7 days
for professional, confidential

and caring help.
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The effort to conserve oenergy though in leaing your office in co00
and energyess, your visitor may the eink ende
community over-the last seven you have left for the day, the sisl

onthshas iown outstcandieac that yoin-office was dark labo'
results, --notes Donald WhTon, - indicates your concern for en- coole
Deputy -Director for Plfit iys ergy conservation. past.pl~itt fmlcotne thft]liems Deieloment. : Efforts are presently being W

.Accoraink to Whistondig directed by fhe Physical-Plant he a
the fst four monthis ofthis-is Department toward aving-fuel Welch
fiscal year (1971-72), thiere has heating costs by control of air menl
been a decreased -use of more ventila-tion afterhours and week- prog!
tban one million kilowatt hours'-: ends- in buildings where such - nity.
Of electric power under that for procedures are feasible. The
the same period-of the previous
fiscal year (I 970-7 l). This repre- .Ur As->
sents a, decrease of 3.1 p'rcent, are
reversin g_ the budget piAPeaiicin . - w \
,of an increase- in power con-ea
sumption. At current ur.it prices,_
this indicates- a swzrvings of - T[rT
$15 thousand so far. 112 BRI TON AVE 

it must be realized, however BOSTON / 787-1233 AAM1Gthat current urnit -electric power
rates are 21 percent higher t'han-
a year ago. This-reflects mi- 274 BROADWAY STEER
creased fuel-costs to the power CAMBRIDGE / 868-0160 ABEARI
company. as well as the effect of FfREE CAN OF CLASSIC CAR WAX WITI
increased costs from use of fuel
having a. lower content of sulfur..
This price increase, amplifies the
importance' of the reduced' en- . G N IlI{
ergy consumption. - A
i With the earlier advent of

darkness, it is urged' that the
institute family continue their
efforts and be even more frugal
in their use of lights and otheir HA RV a A# RE
electrical appliances. EvenB
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drops
munity can assist. in this
;avour and contribute to
tantial. savings by operating
ratories and office space at a
ler temperature than in the

qhifton also mentioned that
nd his office are open and
ome receiving any comn-
ts and suggestions on this
ram from the MIT commu-

GREEK FOOD A(&~3~)P T ITS BESTTfw or X:-EaASS taeDCJ l

The Parthenon Restau nt
New -authentic. Greek restaurant, i
c)dest prices, superb European wines, -
ors. Open I1 a.m.- 11 p.m. Daily 
ss. Ave. in Cambridge Phone 491-9592 

Mo
variety of liqu

, .. 924 Ma

0 FLOOR MATS
_LLO DRIVING LIGHTS
lING WHEEL COVERS
TH EXHAUST SYSTEMS
'H EACH $10.00 PURCHASE.
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Discovery of our Galaxy
By Charles A. Whitney, Harvard

A book about the mystery, passionlmagin-
ation, religion, philosophy,. and the people
that have created the science of astronomy.
With authority and charm, the distinguished
Harvard astronomer Charles A.' Whitney
recreates the personalities of thes great
astronomers and retraces thie arguments by
which they have come to an understanding
of our place in the universe. 1 0, 0

Beyond Freedom and Dignity
By B. F. Skinner, Harvard

I n this profoundly disturbing new book, the
most influential behavioral psychologist of
our time. the author. sets forth his analysis
of the human'condition. and the need to
move beyond the demonstrably anti-
scientific-and unworkable-concepts' of
liberal humanitarianism that are preventing
the achievement of a, rational organization
of human society. 6.95

Beyond the Stable State ..
By Donald A. Schon, M. I. T.

"An intellectual time bomb," said the Ob-
server. "He sets out to. examine the impact
on society of modern technology... he ends
by exploding almost every established con-
cept of government administration and busi-
ness management." If it is to survive,
government must learn to cope with the
permanent instability that has replaced the
stable state. 7.95
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The M1yth of the Guerilla
By J. Bowyer Bell, Harvard

Dr. Bell, of Harvard's Center for interna-
tional Affairs, analyzes the mystique. of
guerilla-revolution. Juxtaposing the experi-
ences of African, Palestinian, Bolivian, and
other guerillas with the revolutionary theor-
ies of Mao, Giap, and Ho Chi Minh; the
author provides an eye-opening-and con-
troversial-debunking Of one of the primary
motifs of contemporary political thought.

7.95

Problems of Knowledge
and Freedomn
By Noamn Chomsky, MA. I r.

Invited by Trinity College, Cambridge,
Noam Chomsky gave the first lectures in
honor of Bertrand Russell. The lectures,
published with a new introduction. not only
offer Professor Chornsky's thoughts on Rus-
sell, but a lucid and succinct introduction to
the linguistic and political aspects of Chom-
sky's -thought: A masterly work of excep-
tional interest to the general reader. 495

Harvard Square Coop

OPEN TO 9 P.M.
MON. thru SAT.

Now'til Christmas

Technology and Culture

Qualitative and Quantitative Thoughts

on the Relations

Betwee-n Science, Technology, and Society

Derrick deSolla Price

Yale University

Friday, December 10

'ANT RANTR DOM HOUSE BOOKS
WRITTEN BY

) anld Ma.I.T. FACULLTY MEMBERS

classified
advertising

. .'

Belmont: Winnbrook, 3BR, 1'/2 bath,
extra bed, study under eaves, fire-
place, living room;. formal dining
room, modern eat-in kitchen, TV
room, basement 'playroom, large
yard, garage. $42,900.'Call owner:
489-1172. ..

WANTED: Used compact frost-free
refrigerator. Contact Bob Elkin,
x1541.x14.. ' .... '

"LAW SCHOOL - WILL 1 LIKE IT?..
CAN I MAKE IT?" A new book by a
recent law graduate for prospective
law students. Send $2.95. Kroos
Press, Box 3709A'Milwaukee, WI
53217.

C0UGAR .'69. 4 speed, -AM/FM,
heavy-duty suspension, excellent' con-
dition, active warranty.'Good price.
625-9456 evenings. 

TRANSLATORS with scientific
training required. All languages:arnd
!disciplines. Freelance. Send resume
to Box 5456, Santa Barbara, CA
93103.

WANTED: old 'radios, crystal sets,.
wireless equipment, radio magazines,
catalogues pre-1923. West Roxbury;
325-6655.- 

207-50% OFF ON ALL STEREO
EQUIPMENT,' stereo components,
compacts, arid-TV's. All new in-fac-
tory sealed cartons, 100% guaran-
teed. All major brands available. Call
Mike anytime: 491-7793.

I'66 -VW- BUS FOR SALE. Radio,
good condition, heater.- Best offer.
Call Jerry P., x3788 or 261-1759.

A professional
. ABORTION

HARVARD SQUARE

M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
MEDICAL CENTER
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* Christmas Convocation: Vannevar Bush,.
main speaker; caroling and refreshments
after. Kresge, Tues., Dec. 14, 11 am.

* Wellesley-MIT* Exchange: applications
for the spring 1972 cross-restration pro-
gram are due Friday, Dec. 17. Applications
and information are available in 7-101,
x1668.

. .

· Environmental graphics sale -original'.
silkscreen posters. Sponsored by the Re-
cycling Revolution Cooperative. Bldg. 10
lobby, Wed.-Fri., Dec. I S-1 7. AD posters $2
and under. :

* The Alexander von Humbolt Founda-
tion of Germany offers post-doctoral re-
search and teaching fellowships of 6-12
months for research projects of the candi-
date's own chossing. Applications are con-
sidered from scholars of all nationalities and
all academic disciplines. Requirements in-
dude: a doctorate; proof -of at' least two
years independent teaching or research at a
university or research establishment; sche-
lastic or scientific publications on the results
of their work; a good knowledge of the
German language (although language courses
are possible); candidates should be between
the ages of 25-38. Applications can be
submitted at any time dict or through a
German diplomatic or consular mission.
Further information can be obtained from
the Foreign Study Office, Room 10-303,
x5243.

· ERC Colloquium: "Needs and Direc-
tions in MIT Education": Hartley Rogers,
Jr., chairman, Special Tak Force on Educa-
tion. Today, 12 noon, Bush Room (10-105).

* Teach-in on Angela Davis, Malik Hakim
and all political prisoners, with: Haywood
Bums, chairman of National C-nference of
Black Lawyers; and Mich'ed! Shabazz, minis-
ter of education, Malcolm X Foundation. At
Boylston Aud., Boylston Hall, Harvard, to-
night (Fri.), Dec. 10 at 8 pm.

· ERC Co!1oquium: "Reflections on
Attica, Prison and Justice": TV tape of
speech -gven at Harvard last month by. Tom
Wicker, Associate Editor, New York Times.
Fri., Dec. 17, 12 noon, Bush Room
(1S105).

* Sign-up for Creative Photography
(4.051), spring term, ends this Sun., Dec.
-1,2, in the Creative Photo Lab, W31-310.
The lottery is Dec. 15.

[ UROP f
A local aerospace company is interested in

--: finding one undergraduate to survey materi-
-: . ads and fabrication techniques for new lami-

: '- ,hate materials. in marine applications. Initial
.projet is --to -write report on frontier of

, '. c-:urrent capability, then to begin research
into materials, including ferr-cement appli-

;:i~- "ations in light commercial boats. For more
-:kiformation, call or visit D. Burmaster,

- -" : 2OC-231, x4849.
. . ~~~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~.. . ..
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occupy
during a
take the

rse.
laracteris-
r-research
beginning
d not be:
exchange
-professor
-or' work
-involved

..

........ ':Cram
-- '" ~By'Robert Founrer

.- ::. "Rogers Report Due for Fall
-headline on a front-page artic
issue last summer, and again, in
paper in September. The repc
formally the "'Report of the Spe
Force on Education" headed .1

-man of the Faculty Hartley Rc
-had been the subject of inten
dourng much of the previous sP
essentials of, its proposals were
established; and specifically, acc

'the' Task Force's charge, propo
"to. be brought before the facult
the '.1971 Fall.Term."

Needless to say, our story
premature; when the Task For

'f'inally appeared in Tech 7
Wednesday, fall was only two w4
winter. The reason for its dalh
seems, no more exotic'than ow
Prof. Rogers does have othe
besides writing and rewniting' i
but in any case the matter. is
worth carping about. The repoe
and anyone whose daily routine
to. some degree on wlat MIT cl
label "education" might be. wel
to reid it.

. Unfortunately, it is likely
-,people off. For despite the for
o f its general recommendations
numerous crucial specifics, open
negotiation; what's more,-the ge
are often presented in a sort of
jargon which must be pondered
while before its implications can
understood. To make things eve
the end-of-term rush is likely to
much serious consideration on
partin the next few weeks.'

Still, no one should'be too
save the middle four pages of a
till he has some free time over C
As an -aid, there follows below
summary, organized -into the s
tions (though in slightly differe
:as -the report- itself.

Histor
The Task Force reprints in

charge from the faculty, and
summary of when it worked an

. worked with-an exemplary. moe
fully to be ·folow':dby ·futre
tees. Some of the material is il

. but hard to interpret (names of
'people who appointed the cc
members); some is straightfory

.must be taken, with a grain
(effusive praise of' the Commi
MIT Education). There is one
revelation: Associate Chairman
Faculty Robert Halfman joined
Force as a seventh member, oste
act as a liason with the CEP X
Chairman Rogers is, ex- offi
chairman as well).:
- Also listed is a ten-member
Advisory Committee; those of
bers who showed up at its me
discuss the work in progress z
had some effect on the final
Then again, anyone sufficien
ceared (and with enough timt
hands) to bring his views to the
of a Task Force member could re
count On having an equa effect.

The Smina ch experteam

.-This "experience," which
"waaible" thouhout a student
graduate years, is apparently
mistic reference to what a pro
calls "work." Since to the
undergraduate work is an entire
ent sort of endeavor-it's what k
-from flunking out-this proposal
seen as an attempt to give .st
better appreciation of the, word
tunately, we are probably stuck
Task Force's name for .it, w]
doubtless go the way of all eup
.tO become an acronym. SRE?)

To evaluate the Task Force'
tions on this point, one m
condense them into plain lanm
wit:

(1) ".:-.. would normally
about 23% of a student's time
tenn..." means that it would
place of an ordinary 12-unit cour

(2) "The criterion for, and ch
tic feature of, the seminar
experience would be...': is the t
-of a'paragraph on what. it would
-unpaid laboratory drudgery in
for credit; the passive student-'
interaction of the classroom;
outside -the supervision of an

.faculty'member.
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:noires for-I Rogers Respets 'in
, ,-.'. '.~ .. ;' i:'(3) ' Will be, in an. one oilcrucial area of. responsibi.ityi 

t," ran the open-nded learning process for:.the:-(naxn'el is re sponsjbi/ty forf the-'vera:
:lem inour Institute." Read: there will be no- hard form. of the: undergraduate: program)X-

our first and fast rules until there's a chance-to see -,-senior management -to assist m coodin.;or[, mo re how'thin gs workout - - -' ; :''r:':4'Piction', arOdinnovation andi
ecial Task * . (4) -"Wed '.no'- expect that' everyn- -- t0help'implement and:monitor p o

by Chair- .student would- take-part -. .however, ,-: " -proposa tself; .on closer exrain.'

ogers, Jr., the program should be encouraged forfas :pn; is an- exceedingly clever muas
sive work many students as possible. In- -olth giving ala department-independent='£or
pring; the words, .. the experiment will not -com some-control ver-general 
e already. 'rnence ,on.a small scale; -as soon as-it is education. It creates-;a bastard academi
ordingto .fully set up it will be big enough-_to d eanwi- han 6ffice and a budgt.w:~

)sals were accomodate every student who ca- nbe will keep track ofthings hardly belove
ty early in convinced to participate. - - ;acip ~~~~~by the deans -of th!e',school, anyhomi: coi

"Experiment" does' not accurately requrements, research and seminar' pro
was a bit describe the proposal, in, fact. As- the grams, nondepaltmental educational em
rce report'- report -makes partially clear, -the inajo - periments. This dean will not be saddled'
Talk - last innovation is: one" of -organization::-t'o :-' thos With a bastard academic depti
eeks from present progras,- UROP -eUndnerad meat, -which -the Commission's' Fi
ay was, it. Research Opportunities Program) andthe :Division m/ght well have been; his powi
rerwork Undergraduate' Seminars (called freshman -will derive from his money, and
,er duties. seminars in the ' report) would:. be ' personal-influence. ?
reports -" absorbed, combined and expanded by a Influence may be critical-the Task-F
no longer new dean's office-whose creation- is. the-- Force puts-great faith in the power of this .-
rt is here, .central recommendation of. the- next new- dean's persuasiv.eness.-Butto justify

depends section of the report. Anything students this faith it retreatsinto jargon: we are to -
hooses to ;are likely to do under this new program: beieve' in "access" to 'the CEP and -
=H -advised they can already do now;'the difference important people, and in "focussed and -

will' be in: what they have t o do to; go continuing intellectual Concern." The fact
to put about it, and in-how possible changes in that executive power has had considerable -

rcefulness -regulations willbe explored. influence on the CEP in the past is mor e
; it' leaVes This proposal also acts to extend the reassuring.
to future . approach to. Institute requirements, typi- The relationship of the new dean and i
mrneralities fied by ESG and USSP. In these two the old dean for student affairs is another
if verbose experimental freshman programs a stu- substantial problem which is glossed over. -
over for a dent may satisfy'a requirement's inten- Wil a dean for the academic program I
a be fully tions in. any way he can devise; there mean more money spent helping stu-.
en worse, results a, certain liberalization of the basic dents? Or will it take money from the -
1 preclude program. It is to be expected that certain . student affairs dean (whose budget is

anyone's seminar-research experiences could like- already suffering cuts) to pay a new i
wise be .substituted for standard core executive, and his staff, to admiister

P·bush to courses; one valuable side-effect of this only academics? -
rech Talk approach is that certain proposed changes Willt t h e aca d em ic dean help pay forr
`hristmas. in Institute. requirements can be ration- expanding counseling services which have
a critical ally experimented with before being been necessitated 'in. part by the' expand..

same sec- formally brought before the -faculty; an ing academic program? For the cost of-
;nt order) expansion of the lab requirement is the/ ' compiling a lucid handbook explaining

most likely effect. (However, elimination. the options to fesmen? For the labor ^
of requirements-a possibility the Task needed to coordinate the advisory system -
Force does not take up-gains little from - with the se n-research experene? -a full-its ':thiar r a xperencet) I

e ta is arrangement*3 For athletics, subsidized student activie--
d whofs it Taking all of the Task Force's ties, residence programs-all suppo.sedlyad who it

de1 h o pe- e xplanation into account, one can see part of Institute "education"?
their-proposal. in either of two rather The report doesn't say: it speaks onlycommit'

_4 distinct lightsa:n- of "interaction" and "responsive and
First, they can be seen as moving to fruitful partnership." The prospects fora arthe four consolidate and strengthen scattered single office for undergraduate education, :0mmittee'wrd S~tu responses to recent trends. Spe'ifically, a merger instead of a partnersadp, goes l

rapid changes in the world are'requiring umnentioned.'cbf salt an increasingly- general technological What sort of person will the new dean' ission on-modest education which is at the same time close be? The Task Force leaves little doubt as -
to specific outside-world' situations; to its vision: someone who has donea of the UROP and frosh-seminars and USSP and respectable research in the past, and who Ithe Task ESG are being recognized as varying is willing to give it up now tobecome anensibly to

(althog responses to this common problem. educational istrator in the future;
Carrying it to a logical extreme, one, someone not unlike Jerome Wiesner or '

cio, CEP -can even see this program contributing to Paul Gray.
,the vaunted "humaniiation' of scientistS,- -Who approves it? The admi'istrationr Student e -and engineers" which MIT intermittently creates the office, and .regulates its powerits mem- strives for. (Before any such effect is to' by setting its budget and supporting the,.etings to.ay- have be seen, however, the myth that there is dean it appoints. The faculty exercises a
some "humanities program," which pro- partita veto, in 'its decision to make theproduct. rides this humanization on service apart new dean a CEP member ex offici-o anditly.co

e on hi -from the rest of the curriculum, must be to give lm- certain discretionary powers -
abandoned. -The Task- Force report is in behalf of the CEP.

attention hardly. encouraging: it never mentions the -.easonably TeeuaiWdvsoevident science-humanities dichotomy at ~ eddi v ision
the Institute.) This is.basically another bureaucratic .

Alternatively, the proposal can. be consolidation of effort already underway E

is to be described as a clever. administrative arod the Institute, coupled wih thelem h~~aound thate istwil/e fculedtwi th t hesotOsolution to the problem of science hope t it wil facetat the sort of E-t's under'-
a euphe-a euphe- education in a teasearh-orented instit- sensible evaluation of educationms expert iftion. The Task, Force puts some emphasis ments that the new dean's office is iofessional

averae on inreang"efficiency" by combining enon ed performing It would be a sort 
.qy differ- teaching with research, or advising with of mini-school with a director somewhat

-experience-supervising; they also note' below the level of a school dean. '~
mnigh.t be thai this sort of {nstruction is likely to be-

more popular with faculty. But it is a , ctudents, a "A -number of educational .questionsAi
moot point whether this. s the heart of

wit theor .and decisions face the, Institute at the the proposal, or just a selling point.
with wil Will it sell? The educational aspe prsnt e," the TsF declareshich w i l a o g t e ' , a l a d i s oadth ;

phemisms should prove uncontroversial: the p aong them "early admisson- and ephemisms Pro- ~~~~~~grading systeni'," and, one would add, .
- gram neither creates nor eliminates, it gral stit req nt ad the

merely permits students to "vote, with .~'s sugges- unit credit system. Rather than attacking,.i
their feet," as-Dean Snyder puts it. As forlust finst these problems by proposing new policies i
the organizational aspect it depends tTYei-o- or regulations; the Task Force has chosen ~entirely'on the fate of the ne w dean.

fn wnria. ttp.e ULi-g;~,uy thrruurverh MmIILIJU" -'
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REGISTRATION MATERIAL IS DUE-'
this Monday for all second term students;

'-' * ~Maxwell's equations sweatshirts will be.
distributed starting Mon., Dec. 13. There

-- will be desk delivery to dormitories. Mere
bers of fraternities and those who live
off-campus may pick them up at Senior
House, Room H-401.

.,. 

· There will not be a Tech Model Railroad
Club open house on Dec. 1 i as~announced
in Tech Talk.

* Open forum to discuss present needs
and future of women at MIT: Tues., Dec.

14, Senior House Crafts 201, 7:30.

* Tutors needed - all subjects, all grades.
Cambridge Community Center, 5 Caalendar
St., Riverside (walki/g distance from MIT).
Call 547-681 1.

* There is still time to enter a team in the
MIT bridge intramurals. Call Ken Arnold at
261-8279 for details. , .t .,

Lo worjL ist~s uirccuy, uarouga aummistre- -
tire changes.

Task Force member Dean Benson ";
Snyder has written persuasively of thes

corru ptive power which'hidden- educa-':~
tlonal realities often have over self-serving -*
educational systems; the system he has~
helped -design is set up, we are told, to he

make this "hidden curriculum' i{ts
business, while serving' the rest -of the_
Institbte's educational system. One can-I
not deny the cleverness of much of what-

is proposed, but its wisdom has yet to be .'
shown. - -

The dean for the academic program
This is an unabashed organizational

reforin A s 'proof of its desirability. the
Task Force cites .."increased diversity,
current needs and continuing innovation
in the undergraduate curriculum";- in
other words, they believe that-'students
are now offered -so many options there's
no longer any good way to keep track of
what's coming off. In that, theyare
certainly right.

The proposal is phrased as a solution
to a --management problem: the CEP has

. ., - .. ... . : .,, ·
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SecretryT of the Faculty, Prof. E. Neal Hartley, had not
so- indicated in the minutes. (Similarly, Johnson's pleas
that he needed to have the faculty behind him had been
eliminated or hidden, leaving in the minutes the pleasant
llusion that faculty members had spontaneously risen to
propose motion s of support for their beseiged
administration. For, ks Provost Jerome Wiesner insisted,
"humilition of the president [was] humiliation of the
In stitute.")

Lettvin had expressed himself as f earful I of giving.
administrators a blank check, o f affiraing the
administration's power t o make the decisions in a
crisist-power the administration doubtless had regard-
l ess. A nd in a slow monoton e he had mentioned
historical examples of leaders given mandates to exercise
the powers they were aware they could already exercise.
He had named some Medieval pope, and a soft groan had
been heard , th e groan exp resse d by th e veagues of a
man whose rambling peroration has wandered just a bit

further from the point than is tolerable. And then the
largely uninteristed group of 428 members of the faculty
heard Lettvin say "Gulf of Tonkin." Another subdued
sound issued from the group, this. time an angry
murmur. 

(On August 2, 1964, the destroyer USS Maddox was
ostensibly attacked in Tonkin Gulf by North Vietnamese
patrol boats; apsimilar attack allegedly followed on the
Ce. Turner Joy and the Maddox. President Lyndon
Johnson authorized air strikes against patrol boat bases,
a considerable escalation of the war; these strikes were
Hcarried out on August 5. The President briefed the
leaders of congress on the supposed attacks, "and had a
resolution of support for US policy intoduced," as the
chronology given in the Pentagon Papers phrases it. On
August 7, 1964, "it is pas sed w ith near-unanimity by'
both houses." The President would later-interpret the
Tonkin Gulf resolution as giving him broad powers to
conduct an undeclared war against North Vietnam.)

It had occurred to some of the faculty in November
that what the' were being asked t o affirm was in
some sense si-m.lo__ rto the Tonkin Gulf resolution. After
all, the administration obviously had the power to get aft
injunction-they had already done so 'before the
November 3 faculty meeting-and could similarly act in.

-'any manner they chose to meet a cri.sis. What they were
apparently requesting--some sort of vote of confidence--
would, in the minds of some faculty 'members present at
that meeting, cripple the only real power the faculty had
to maintain its nebulous influence in crisis management.
All talk of the puissance of the faculty aside, this power
consisted only in the administration's knowing that
bitter debate, and public schism in the faculty, might

'follow' the execution of administrators' decisions. But the
faculty would look rather feeble questioning the use of
police, for example, after they had offered some vague
expression of confidence to the administration in' the
midst of a crisis.

And it appeared that a vague expressfion of
confid ence was what the administration was seeking,
though their stated reasons seemed honest enough: their
continued appeals for a united faculty in the face of a
challenge, their plea that they needed-what? Why were
they so vague?

Howard Johnson:

I think Prof. Lei oftn mas ver hdpfLhd and!I think that
question of 'Was ! sin for a blank check"-that's a reasonablepoint to raise. Was I or w= I no~t? I dida't: Ati I was, I tthink we
were working within a very rom!¢fimne. I thought it was a

& soablepoint to raise. And I don't-think mann/people agreed
with him.
Pboto: Howard Jobnson and Jerome Wiesner at an
academic council meeting, from footage sbot by Ricbard

-By Michael Feirtag
Cop..igbt © 1971 by Micbael Feirtag

The picture that administrators assert emerges is a
trusting tableau in which administrators come before the
faculty to provide them with accurate information, and
have the faculty approve a set of principles which will
guide the necessarily small administrative group that
assumes responsibility for handling a crisis. Among these
principles, presumably, are unstated notions of academic
and intellectual freedom in the university. It is this set of
guiding principles that Johnson asks the faculty to
affirm, and it is this virtually universally accepted set
that somehow guides any decisions made to deal with a
threat to the university structure.

What actually happened is rather different.
Exactly what the president was requesting from the

faculty, both in January, and in the meetings Of
November 3, 4 and 6, 1969, during the November
Actions, was kept, perhaps -purposefully, rather nebu-
lous. No explicit.appeal 'was made for support by the
faculty of a set of principles. In fact, the only principle
ever enunciated was the declaration that the president
would not negotiate with a group that presented
ultimatums and used force and violence, and this was
not stated as a proposition for the faculty to affirm:
Johnson simply announced that he would not talk with
the office occupiers.

The minutes of the faculty meetings for November 3-,
4 and 6 and January 15 never expressly indicate that the
president requested any manner of support by the
faculty- In the minutes for November, 3, for example, it
is an obliging Prof. French who,

THE FACULTY MET at 3 pm on
iursday,.January 15, 3 hours after the takeover.
Calling together a large group in a crisis, when such a
oup'will not be allowed to dictate a detailed course of
fion, is a curious matter. For some, the reason behind
ch a meeting is simple enough. In the view of
en-Chairman of the Faculty Wdlliam Ted Martin
athematics): "President Johnson called it, and he was
touch with me about it. We both wanted to get the

culty together as soon as possible so that we could
Lve the facts and have his judgement.':
The purpose of the" meeting is. for Paul Gray very
pple as well: Johnson wished to give the faculty
formation. "The thing had happened. It was clear that
,ere was going to be-wide coverage of it in the public
edia that night, because the place was crawling with
porters, television crews, and we felt an obligation, I
ink, to tell the faculty about it. .. I think the intent
as simply to keep people informed as to what was
tppening, and what the posture was on it."
For Howard Johnson, the expressed reoa for a

culty meeting becomes somewhat more complicated.
e recalled recently:

We had stayed, in all of these things, in close commulnicltion
(a) wifth the faculty, and (b) with as tmay other groups as
sxemed intercesed and involved. And I cailedl the fiac-,ty meeting
within a half-hour after I had'heard of this.

And the purpose: First, when you have something hi~e that,
he danger always is that infaihmtion is disrted. We had
eaned, earlier in the yearnd the year before and cerminly in
the November before that distortions in communlication are vey
msy to take place. We had eakmpls of that: rumors,
0resttements, and deliberate distortions mostly unconsciaus
wondilerate distotions. And s the eBsiestmos effectiw way,
to deal with the problem of co m tuiCet"n is by face X face

persuaded that all this [the November Actions] is a blow at tfhe
process of resolving hard and complex problems in a civiized
way, and believing that the officers of the.lnstitte must have
the support of the faculty and the commun t aing steps to
counter a direct, symbolic threat to the principles of our society,
moved: "tht this faculty go on record as supporting the
president in the actions that he announced today.'

Those actions had consisted largely in obtaining. a
temporary restraining order against the November
Action Coalition. The minutes of the November 3
meeting continued: I

Well,. I hoped mad exPected that by that time there migt
emerge a miove on the part of those people to move out of there,
but we had a situation to deal with; the question of what do you
do about it; I was respons~e for ay action there was going to
be taking place, but it was my practice to stay in dose touch
wth the faculty as well as other groups to make sure we were
Operating on a basis that was (a) undrstood, and (b) supported.

They [the faculty] can't make a decision in terms of votes.
They can be informed and they c y must approve policy.
Specific points, no lae group can act on, but critical policy
izues, I felt, always fdt, should have been worked in that

[Decision making] rests on philosophy, and the sense of the
0rd that the people who am ivlved have. My ow view of it,
hough, was: admi v d 'should be based on
Prnciples, principles that am stated in advance, that are by and
brge acceptable to large mjorities, not 51 percent~ but large

ajorities; in the sense of being important in educaonal
iftitution.
When you talk prniples, you coud be talkin ver vgey; I

don't mean it vaguely. You're talking & plan, a plm of whe~ the
institution is going, that is support!e and supported by all the
people and groups involved.

-And if you have principles and you have a plan, then finadly
Y°get to relaive~ly minor quesin during teperiod. Thoser questions, became very impontuts of t

ad there I was guided by the notion, as I had oftn said, tha I
did Lot want to see a situation in which polioc were necesary on
· is ampu.- But that's ahno at: the t level, I would
regard it. Some institutions rose and fele on tht.

And on the tiactical ev! zently yoU cn't either take dte
time or have the time to ham large co mmc revie it.

tt in ge sImral thinki th larges thc aut of wiyn adIAput into a situto - i prtnt- And thas th wye
e .

To a question as to the mean ing of die resning order, the
measure of ouf control over its ' application, and facult
jurisdiction in the mattr, the president said that it was
specificay temporary and dear in s fi of ful
acts; that the reporting r responsiiiity is ours but the
court could act on its own if we chose not to report; but that if
the faculty said it did not approve, be wozdd be in an wkward
position but violence and coersion cannot be tolerated. Iltsdics
ours.]

The president himself was fmally implicitly requesting
support of an action he had already taken.

After a report on a confrontation at the Placement
Office involving recruiters for the General Electric
Corporation who had come on campus during a GE
strike,

Professor Greenspan declmred tha the time had come to 
talking. He said we are des] with natics to whom our record
of appeasement cannot but have given encouragement SC
the need to counter a barbaic ondmght fbom the ft, he
concluded with' an expressiot of hope that we have the courage
to ac. Professor Letin, per contra, pointed out -that thn is a
university and the power of the university has ain not in
adopting the route of the stae, but in arguing, discu/rag,
educatig. Ex psg his disappointment at d Institute's
getting an 'n' , he urged on the following day we striv to
do psvecisdy is.

In fact, Lettvin had said considerably more, but the Leacock during the November Actiom .
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Painft to a recorid '4oDmai zi ofidiien all Vib D Da
~rscbng~, e noted that the I mImust coe IO a n-ai lmd e i C

re dlXy stood-and traversed -he twelve or fitenieet
to Johnson'to ask him_ if students could spelK -if
,ex-sthe[ts could speak. Initially he'rece'ned so a rt of

grunt as answer from Johnson, and [0tarned to his"seat"--ly down On. the floor in front of the first rai .

Soon, he -rose again and came back. Yes, Johnson
muttercd now, he would- allow some students to speak.

Which ones? Radicals? Another grntm and iA grimape- of

ne i _ -t en, as if for Joh n the wordfsindents -did not,

Acould nor incude those studentis. The ack of mutuwhn~pcacdl 30d8.2apd trawrrdic twerlvet or fidte is'

understandingof the word "student " was, wheni
trasaedinto a c ommon language, ahe refusal srt 

Finay anser fB- Johnson told Eddman to go aw, that heis

'could speaki do o-the e facu lty later. thest -wSoon. he.-rose agamn and camce back. Ye;s, lohncn

mWieser had nowbeen at the podium, summearizing events.pe

Atjporne point in his delivery,'doubtless in reference toWthe leh e of his l ecture o n radical acivities- heofremarked in his even voice, the usual grin aying across-

his lips, that he was not a poetessi-this a reference to anisn, as ifcident for Jomnson the faculty meeting heldnt"-id enotus

November 6, in the wake of the November Actions.

uneFrom the mandinutes of the November 6 meeting:rd "stent" was, whmla'slated into a conzOQ lapoafe, a refsal --Fisae 1 ,ohne told Edvii anf to go ain ay that he.

c~lMd speak to ree faelty leher.s
esad, in behalfd been athe fulle oum, of "mmariz eply ts

PesdtJohnson.' Depmtures and occasinal voiee 4 ,proamta tfohe preint to his for a pativeytdoes in rof erencthe dmto
Ate im on his s lectre on adicatl: that ti facus, y

had juslhd ain wceleut example pointing up thaa wisdom of th
his ly'ps, thangt he wasn not a oetesi a reference he ansdm

Thfe "occasional voices of protest" had consisted -ofilusty shouts of from one facltyor anotmeen herd the poSholarsn 6, in th e w ike of thers squirmed withons

chagrin and presu~mable embarassment at the outbursts.Froming to the minutes of the NovbJanuary 165 meetingon theis takeover:he is

Protsr amf, isngona oint of pemon Mok eqa p to was t hem e snsd hd hemiPd b aPee nto land, in IBthalf of DIPS, th 11l tiCat o£ "a mrlg X
ain p oHou Iats ad oe'snm t-a f e who is aked dle ~pe~t &zz sPfa a ~Pht hnpj of the deune~t.
At cpoets Pfn he provosts iimmar that e

Johnson spoke agai n a t f ter Wiesnes wisdoumary. Thefirut'o sP~ hgOS1 not to her~bden t

minuThe "oes choose to state explirotely honly that Johon
swi sush t up' fiom one or another :f thescholars in the meen, wile owfen heuinmed wifo

staying rogedw, saw m ocuato as an ataw on the fiutIandin ad presumable emrass onent aand th the tursts,
as tendri toward furthw polematn He adskd for icopl s
-M~eeviews on the mumr H-e said we wBIfnot mqloffamen

tp basis of mun or the occupatlon ofan offie.

Three professors had duly given "considered views*--eChomskyi to the effecminutes of the anuar 15 meeghad
taken overtthe office should be heard befre anyoneee:sfseso ma rbg on a point of pa0i ipiieF .. .

could come to any conclusions; Schein, that the garb of.to bei cmsidering "the basic question of how to 

respond -to threats, to blackmail"-when Professor

Baddourson spoke agaf'chemical engin after Wiesnersg) supoke. The stclut.hoose to the fronteplty onhall in the center setJohnson a

loose group that iricluded several department heads. liewvsbe aishorsson:

mov = those Mi'students who coun bpe idnte asma hseent bnte ad well a mt m fd tie t's dimmbdaed newns othe mafar. Heaalc wid mmc aeot nee onr

havng hem co n ected with the inwapatan of dw paiene oa..b- T profeswn had luly pven "considered viewsx-d
Cn~homSw, to the el~ect that he bdt ffiat t*ese who hadl
.tlen we. the e~ffice ·should be heard b~fore; angyort

could[ come to any conclllsions; Schein, that ffie garh o£.
ffie four who broke down ffie. prsident's door ws
eviden~e aof gl1,i; Berg, thnat it wvould be appropriare
to bqS corsidena "the basc guesiio o£ how to
respond to thrsots, to blaclrnil"-hen professor
1Badlour tead d-c`;thecal enieering) spoke. He sat
close to the fjo6nt of te hall in dle center section, in a
lose grup Efiat indud~edl swevea de~pnarmenrt he~ds. He

movd thatto I~~I.adta trMo='p~ b i dsifs as

haig.he eamt fdit te hm _i of theprcwin~r offioe
becrpll }£ogpa~th.

The miuetes may be mistaken in the choice of the

word. "students." Some who were at the meeing
remember fthat Baddour used words whose meaning was
meant to include any persons associated with MI who
were connected with the takeover.

Professor Kampf was immediately heard on a point of
information. He wanted to know if the expulsion of MIT

people connected with the takeover included expulsion

aof the discipline committee. The incident i s not reported
in the minutes

At the lectern, Johnson promptly indicated that the

Baddour motion was "inappropriate in view of the

stated responsibiities of the discipline committee." A
truculent motion such as Baddoures eould publically

divide the faculty, perhaps bitterly. And such a situation

would be intolerable during this crisis.
Professor Lamson, chairman of the discipline

committee, read excerpts from a statement he and his

committee had prepared.

Eddleman was n-beco~i digusted. Ir was not so

much that the faculty under Johnson was speaking only
of the circumstances of the office takeovcrbut rather
that the discipline committee chairman was speaking. In
fact, Lamson was. reading a lengthy statement that
essentially justified the decision to expe Albet
ALthough Johnson had dclaimed that he was interested

The -facult meetkg of Novembaer 3, 1969 had
continued:

Profeazor C-My, obC61PIPng du* pmfenor IIzavials a aaks
bad eft him UWmabm4~ r-n *~lzv~ a ieaoa, I r; g wi h

I anPnts in Mr, AIwtes Smetns w fehvnm, vM/ch
nm.n.. lbPAt to ne_ ~c ,st,,n ,t di.gw

Some time, he saMid, gen ie mast nd. .,
Havin d-nd by show of. hand * dS wo

ready for the queion, the pisident asia lPnmar.Frend
again p ae-t h is o Put to v., .. thCat-oon cAedd
by sanding vote of F44 to 43.

* s~O^ o HTHOSE WHO MADE A HOBBY df

observing the territoriality of the faculty, the way in
which different areas of a meeting room were occupied
by different factions, based loosely on deparmental
lines, the meeting in 10-250 on January 15, 1970, the

afternoon of the -takeover, seemed to be developing
much as usual in the mater of seating.

Taking as a reference point the lectern where the

president would stand, the left side seemed to be fiing

with rightists, prominent among them a large contingent

from metallurgy, and, in their midst and out of place,
Prof. Choms;ky of. linguistics. The middle section was

appropriately occupied by moderates, mechanical

engineering the prominent group here. Further back, the

seats seemed increasingly filled by scholars in the two

sciences which had had in recent history an obvious and

overwhelming power in human affairs and progress:

physics, now losing its hold, and biology, rising to take

its place. Those who had worked in these fidelds had been

touched by a sense of the human consequences of their

work that was in some way more immediate than any
such sensation felt by those in other fields, and it had

somehow affected them; physicists and biologists were

largely liberal, very much so in relation to the other

fields of science and engineering. Nobel laureate
Salvadore Luria sat in the center section about 20 rows

up; physicists tended more toward the right aisle and

were closer to the rostrum; physics depantment head

Victor Weisskopf sat about eight rows up toward the
right.

At the front of the center section clustered a group of
professors informally associated with the provost's
office. Wiesner, Rosenblith, and Gray sat together.

Typically, the -right sections were occupied by the
leftists-humanities and linguistics. At this meeting,
students occupied this area. In fact, students sat or stood
in a crescent edging up the right side of the hall and
around the back, where they mingled with late-arriving
faculty. The humanities department was gathered

further back than usual. Prof. Louis Kampf of

humanities sat in the right section, far, far back. 

The student politicians, largely general assembly (GA)
representatives, had managed to occupy the first tree

rows of the right section. In the first row sat Steve

Ehrmann, Gary Gut, Wells Eddleman, Karen Wattel,

David Mcllwain; in the second and third rows, GA

representatives, among them Tom Goreau.
About half way up on the right hand aisle sat George

Katsiaficas and Mike Albert.'

Surrounding the GA group, sittig on the floor not
very far from Johnson, were many students dressed in

the radical, rather than the respectable manner. The

tongue of people sitting on the floor came almost up to
Johnson's podium from the right.

There was a strategy session going on among the GA
representatives. They were deciding to somehow getthe
GA motion presented to the faculty, and to ask that
nothing be done to forcibly remove the occupiers;
further, to ask that the GA resolution be used as a basis
for negotiations. Many in the caucus disagreed with this
strategy; in fact disagreement came from radical,
conservative, and middle positions alike. Perhaps only
five or six of those present agreed on the strategy.

Albert came down to where the student politicians
sat. He wanted to know if they thought he had any
chance of speaking to the faculty; on topof everything
else, someone pointed out, he was no longera student.

Katsiaficas was still a student, however, and some
humanities professors, it was thought, would doubtless-

be willing to speak or read documents on the occupiers'
behalf.

Administrators athered in smnall roups to Johnson's

left, where faculty members were entering. The
administrators gravitated slowly toward the Wiesner
bench.

Johnson opened the meeting with a short speech,
presumably in the line of a statement of principles The
minutes summarized him:

only in die 'media teis. one sisdc and ome side only,
of the onts -whic pmc4i at the tkv wa being

- heard. -- 
hadkii~nt bet sitfn with his handstright up

for -the duratl..of -'iMsows-spCCCIL Ik thi dpetps
Ehrnann final'wey nt ver t-o Johnson and asked that

s [anw-be rx izL Johdson hadbeen managing to
'd urd the. enormous haedp s fifamm feet away
from hi for, .'ifttn

Aft= nbmon's cxcepts and a nisarssin centeing
on spnatiomon ant imn of etsns ivo in the
taktover. Johnson finally i"A himL

'Eddl 'man ose: and namred to the nearer micro-
phoneJohnson's. Why - don't yo' ise the other

lniC`1r6poifii, JO MW said-j

Eddlearn went to the other micrphone- Hc said that
he atd doubtless a number of student were upset that
the Ifaulty was disnuing the fact that the' office was

-; occupied without a thought as to why the office was
oc-upid-_ The' expulsion of Albet did not look

idef e "E.·' EddlnanuI recited the GA resolution from
meanory. The issue ot the takcsver itsef,'he conluded,
should not be decided by fimin ai fat or an
emergeacy facudfty meethVg _

What, Johnson intemupted from the microphone he
--had- kept, did ddeman sungges

Eddleman, slightly startled, suggesd a meti of
'the community " to discuss the "entire issue" from the
Albert hearings on; before such a meeting, nothing could
or should be done.

Pmfessor Siebert -equited that Professor lamson
read the full text of the statement the committce on
discipline had prepared Johnson called ofn Laon to do
so. 

Lamson returned to a microphone. Now he read the
"Siatement by the Committee on Discipline, Jauay
15, 1970," in its entirety.

Included in what he read:

In cases bru to the eomit te sendes ts awe
poted by pro edurl due pmem b:e Mawk:p tdams
merm~ly qapp:ly

1. Te i on dipbfme comim of ficukty, stdnts
md l' i n Nlo E maber of the emnmime I !rm is
inlved in the pmrtimla cm odh thrt as a mmmmr ofdthe
aommitne, Ci bsit injt .

And from a second section of the

Narrative of the Case of Mr. A Albet":
document,

The fint case m sm-d.;n December, 196, whi invohet
NMidelat, devlped out of the events at th lben=t
Office on Octbea 29, 1969,iId waseamined by the Specihl
Pand (the, Boger ona th Nencber Evinn mad the MIT
Communit. The on f the Prod as cocers the events
at te Lnmmat offim re _avsmml by tw 8sing
qumotla-in'.

-"*We .~ieve tat the dMmainmtors patkbpa~ h a
d ance who lerd may hbe bn s ht d y
action is wamurmtL. We trere top 1 ~ *n a;m" priatem ss~a~r tei ew c ~~e _ m.'.. .

One sts1ent who ered bdFe the eounit as found
not to hIve, ac y ifrted, even moeS h was preen,
.and the chs g aia i wt & im szd. Two other s ts

'dud Mig I/rt. A we found to haw :oonu ted to the
*xc&nt pung 'ad sbming that ocensed at the Pleawnt
Officeo

The second cnmeivlv as t A r ars fros m de
Maion of the c tr 's bening beld on bh eenigof

Wednsday, Decmber 17. Of thde pisoms wbw' cud be
idm~-,ied rs sUdentks gaid who nsdwy pmtkmipaft in tbe
dh;ton, A Ah , r b as dzmme with ditseetx o the
-ehn~r of dle anm notto dsipe wic oonmed to
disrupati of the F .mmite . . .

In the Camrs of an xcldm With tlhe comi ckinan,
Micade Albee oner. [tc dt chirn to sit down, nd
~nmdl md 'e chakm's __-u m etstnm to Xsoil
order. This c ,. excel m h& a nntm andi

adjourinn. in ta d of the -I formed dt batsis of te
change rp ticnr h al Albertbekt, -A C-~i~~h -&-Wqqmwtilr- to

thte-db~mimmn of tim co, rn,,,'__,,m~_ en. ~ which ~nr~icm
t tho digdption of the Um-at_='

Some students viewed the procing differently. If

one did not resct the chairman of a committee that

had no right to sit in judgement, or to ightequly
determine justice and propriety in th midst of an

institution that pursued war research, it would seem

_only a heightened he that the committee would
prosecute if respect .was not shown, and that an
institution that dlaimed to be open and free would expel

those who xpressed a lack -of respect for such a

committee by disruptn the burisques that they called
hearings. To expect that a defendant would willingly
play the game, and contriue to the "dinity" of the
commnittee that had no right to be ivsiating the
correctness of the defendant's action, was mad.

.Lamson's staement -refrains from mentioning that be
had shouted at Albert to sit dow, producing the retort
from Albert which is gmien in the statement Iamson's
demand carried with it an implied dcllenge play my
otame and be resptfidl of my hean, or mcff, tr
consequences Diobtless Lamson had no osiousness

of What his actual stance was; he probably was so

immersed in some broque concept of acadmc dignity
that he remained obtivious throughut of how one with
p-eptions different from his om mibt be hoified at
the proceedg a the omonite
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From the committee's saemenr, read at the facuty
meeting by lamson:-

The CMMmu met spin a Dfeober 23 m cntiow ¢m
closed the regwdlar &e e nits at hm' hmweedes
offic sad dw &wrpes rerr&V the meeting of Deccobw
17... Te comaitte cem:lded dmfitct Asberesdeai
and dt of the t Oths kts at dwIe of Den~e
17 mer~dite diP mim action

i 1 d# d d 11he,*dine th~~~~~* md mligds diecidomih 1 e Pd

disrupting the commi'aee hienningi w''RY111421 I -POIWImp e b
d "_ hdjdmatthe behavioi norms of d&ora other Y. for

Measommhe %mits of Ipwftnt~i ~ t , t a a d for idmr
processes of we m syu in ta a be doifamo The
comm ttee osO lhowver, dtt r pr r p d
pa'smuasim~ of the ddfondmts mar me df BCmmm!~ i~ imself
influene d the co mm-e 's dledsioin 

In rr~o~nr~rsecoi~g tbngb. Albeqt be IdiriEd f
dr-iplinary reasns, the emmitme enC3[sMd the 'm In Mlr.
Albert had, on three separate over a fo mth
period, demondtrat il w b to ide by rsI_ 
norms govering d'isn pro d _anst nannI

Perhaps the mjority of the undegraduates had
expected Albert to be expelled eventually. But it was, if
anything, the nature of the circumstanes that aicualy
got him expelled which angered them-

The most disconcering fact in the entire situation
was that Albert was expelled lagely for not showing
respect for the persons and the process that expelled
him. Further, it seemed that in prosecuting for lack of
respect, Lamson had violated (among other thi, some
claimed) the-first of the committe's "procedures,"
quoted above.

From a letter sent by Albert's father to Johnson,
made public by the father:

The defemiant (as la t m used by profesor Iasn, te
chairman of the committee) w ch with diespect toard
professor Lamson. Wlhen dh d to disquali himf.-_.
professor Lm son mrndl only his positio a dairman -bt
continued to sit in pdgement. Sud h Fe dei;tis M o
more adherence to the mandate of the prnciple and te rule
(that no' commitme member hum/red in dhe easc sit in
judgement) than a claim of a wanc to dmsitgy she bW
only a little preagnt. Tt Profem Lmson is a gentle m a
urged by you, does not re{Je him of the iu,= duty of not
judging . .

The list of procedures of the-disciplinary process that
Lamson read to the faculty on January 15 included:

7. The committee as with poer in the case of admon/ion
or disciplinary probation. In the case of _ree ei~ for
disqualification, the final decisimn rests with the pE t, to
whom the stdent may appeal.

Johnson recently commented on his review of the
committee's decision:

That wasn't td flnt- dieO .ase, and it wast' the ist.It
happened to be one that-had a lot of fiasco& an it beamse of
Michaed Albett in the iddile of it, and !ramroe of dm whole
tone and tint ofthe time. I had oftm sld-l thnk I'd said long
before that the prpose of my reuiew was to see that R of the
evidence had been availaible, and that tlhe pro e h baeen a
reasonable one always, aml in m the permm 'moed, if
he expressed i srong eegs a ti Subect l wold take it
especially into aeoumnt ! other 'siit' orsi to haw at
that kind of review L e a retral of de min.

And in this paticular oe, I rterd to a numb of the
members of the dscipline. conmmite, I taled to other people
than that,'on the edges: itsding, as I remm higr. i sberts
father. Which was also stmlard. I had alog tik with Alwt

It's a toug kind of adecision. t sasmed to me thit-and this
is a question of judgeme- thIt the s e follod were
the procedures then spcific, and that the iti hmolved
were important enough to malm- a difference.

. ,

There is a very simple political way in which the
presidential review bf discipline committee decisions can
be considered. An administrator is not in a very good
position to overturn the decision of a committee of the
faculty in calm times, much less during a crisis. When a
faculty committee had come to its concldusions, in this
case led by a professor whose justifications seem to have
centered momre on concepts of -dignity than of freedom,
an administrator who overturns the discipline commit-
tee's decision is stepping on' the dignity of the faculty
committee, and by association, the dignity of the
faculty. Universiy administrators are not the rulers they
would be in irdustry; they are supposed to be servants of
scholars, doing the grimy work that must be dene to
keep a university running for the benefit of researchers
and educators.

Faul Gray's view might be. interpreted as showing a
prangmatism somewhat apart from any concept of justice
in a vacuum:

If I had been president atthat point, I Iel would hrve not
felt I oe have etmaed the diampt fie to The

committee had been subjectt _U y _e ess and
'mlgnities if you wiL, amoc/nmd fi dot btarg, had ied to
function along the lines of what it saw as it r fdom the
famlty, and it mode of oper ao, and bad come a
concluion, and I think may psident wouldi he had to go vgry
ca tiod in terms of S" it.

But G -y ~prO. ;r-_ - ;. 
committee's worlk:

I think he (Lms did aitrs iob, by d ba cI didn't
see tln beingr{ I w at nonc t of beIdaw I the sP, q.
when the aftermath ofC this oftim I Q begiiaJ an M MM.ms
up. But my ;nr i h k mt he p rse d h, P inthe e pl 
diffialt. And I hinte aet nsClt, ic hs the fee of

this crisis, the dangers of overacting, and so on, the
am demt to diminate Baddour's scond clause was
defeated.

An mendment was now offered by Professor
Zanetos calig for "th e.faculty's endorsement of
rowmrse to civil authority such as had been voted in the
case of the November Actions .-. Prof. Luria expressed
his fear of faculty action that could be seen as vindictive;
Prof Weisskopf his fear that such a motion could "stand
in the way of settlement of the difficulties." Somebody
asked Johnson if he could not call in civil forces anyway.
Did he not in fact lhave that authority already? Yes, said
Johnson, he supposed he did. The minutes report this
exchange as culminating with Johnsorn's expressed
"feeding that the action was not needed-" Again a
pleasant bit of reporting somewhat removed from the
reality; stating that one does not presently require
authority to call in police is not untruthful in this
instance; but it expresses rather less than the statement
that one can call in the police anyway, with or without a
fresh mandate to do so. At any rate, the amendment was
withdrawn

Following another spate of speech making, Baddour's
motion "carried by a huge majority." Johnson had
obtained the condemnation, but he did not have any
sort of vote of confidence. Perhaps it seemed to him that
asking explicitly for such a vote now would be divisive;
it seemed that at very least themre would be long orations
by many faculty members on overreacting, vindictive-
ness. Perhaps a bitter argument would erupt on the
disciplinary process, an argument Johnson had avoided
thus far by his repeated pleas that he had a crisis to deal
withde, and no time for philosophical discussions. Perhaps
there would be something said about Tonkin Gulf and
blank checks. Many faculty members would be
infuriated, for one reason or another.

The meeting continued=

Ptofear Lamia moved that the dhw of dthe fexulty, t0e
faenuk advisry grou and epntatives 'of the student

amems [pymmb the GA] be asked by the president to
help him in speeding th e vatio of the occupied offces
Aiwd by Professor egm a ti meant negoting, Poesor
Lnk replied, Reany. yeI" Pdt to voe, the motion f&ed.

Johnson's principle of refusing to negotiate had been
upheld.

.Some fairly deft maneuvering followed the introduc-
tion by Professor Mod'iani of a motion that the faculty
commend the discipline committee. Professor Weisskopf
asked that the motion be withdrawn. Prof. Morrison.
moved that the motion be tabled; the minutes refer to
Morrison as acting "promptly."

The motion was tabled.
Johnson announced that he would not allow any

representatives of those who occupied the offices to
speak at the meeting. At some time during the meeting,
Albert and Katsiaficas had _risen from their seats and
moved down an aisle, presumable with the intent of
attempting to speak. The faculty's eyes had followed
their motion; Johnson had continued the meeting,
Seemingly oblivious; Katsiaficas and Albert had backed
off.

The meeting adjourned at 5:39 pm.
Simonides recalls:

MTy Dpnm is that the pesident wasgiven-t don't want to
se the word "nnxdf;, it may be strong--but was given the

~ility, let. as say, to deal with this in thdoe quickest
posbk sIway, in order to di'nae the infdraction and do what is
nessary. And I don't Imow how much w said about what
would happen afterwards-rsass, and so on. I don't recall
tat. Bat I remembe it was their [the falty'sl responsibility.
Aid deae co ewcem of some students at the time about what

tdt memt, and whether the faculty was swinging very much,
and this would be rash, and wbetiw police would nnmedtey
bc alled. And I remember engaging in conversation, eoming out,
about the idea datg look, we had been terotgh tis, we have
woared with stuet and fyhml groups etctr before, and,
you iow, if there is a little bit of trust here, one c expect
that ibee wil be smne kid of process, of umdermndn, and so
on,.amd of lack of immnediate and rash reaction, and that the
F-gsjPcP& mW t should bc rdied upon in this time.

W IESNER AND SIMONIDES were eating
dinner in the Faculty Club on Thursday night when it
occurred to one of them that a cosdy piece of secretarial
equipment remained in the occupied offices: a device
manufactured by IBM which allowed a typed rough draft
of a document to he stored as encoded !erters,
punctuation, spacing, and carriage returns on a magnetic
tapeqike material; backspacing woulld erase errors on the
card, and the copy of the letter that the typewriter could
peck out from its magnetic memory would then be as
error-free as the corrected encoding had been.

Whatever encoded document secretaries had processed

sme dmd ,k. in May.ato mde, ta t of beori

cans, the wholelt week Vista thar gi the nW me nkftt iob--w
cmchd Ite heig, sd F -- omlut doa in a

Way wbibd gav the studram who were imyd evey
opportlfnityt mher cas, in eie nbe f te c Hiadg of eflmas
to waI time , ach Heeml dirot, 1 P u yt emnxt i
lramsom and the comm'itte.

Givn the tems of udo wbhieh tdy We 
opmit hX coded to fuctio sg i thc f.e
of l adt uprra, to atire at a set of saon this 'ike
which to me to be iAntrdly co misnt nd , l

tokiS an enoLrmouldy diffclt toD, and one wel wot
9~DP~irer , ins the scam at i restmord a wrap of atmrmhmme, a

leas t in -mm group in that commitate, ich it pro '*
a thdMe i of n having b in N.ovember

It was after Lamson had finished reading the
statement of the discipline committee in its entirely that
Johnson "asked that the meeting not become a retrial of
Mr. Albert."

Prof.:- Luria "moved that the faculty empower the
Ch_A_ Of th 'Ia sty he fanliy --advisor group and
representatives of student government to act as a body
with the occupiers." Johnson was unable to comment
immediately;- Prof. -Greeley, apparendtly desirous of
consideting a motion not diciihar to Prof. Badd- es
motion, which Johnson had swept aside when it had
been introduced, rose on a point of order to ascertain if
Baddour "had the privilege of bringing in his motionin
another form." He did. John-Q now reiplied to Prof.
Luria; rather emphatically indicating that if Luria

intended that a group be formed to negotiate with those
who had taken over the offices, he was very much
opposed.

Professor Greeaspan proposed the plan of isolating
the area, doing nothing, and expelling any students who
eventually emerged: Prof. Greeley now rose to remark
once more that Badldour had the right to rephrase his
motion, and that this new motion could claim priority
over any other discussion.

At this point, Prof. Baddour asked whether his
motion

could be to in the form of a faculty rece t to the
president- The pi~de replW n adiy md said his ow
concem was to detamine whether the fA lty londenmed the
occaos and whether it sta readyto support a meared

pprmuch with low level of action, an the p of the 1raet
provost, and chair of the .fac

The choice of the provost and the chairman of the
faculty, seemingly as a troika (with the president) in
making decisions, was a good one. Wiesner, at least, had
an academic stature, and a respect among the faculty,
that Johnson did not-Wieser was "one of them" in a
way that Johnson, from the Sloan School, could not
possibly be. And the choice of the chairman of the
:faculty was an obvious one, although it is doubtful that
faculty members cared about their political organization
enough so that the office of chairman was anytiing
more than a parliamentary inconsequentality. Most
professors would rather be in their classrooms or labs
than at a faculty meeting.

While it was very true that Wiesner would have

considerable power in the decisions that would be made,
the same could iy ao means be said of the chairman of
the farculty, who would sit at the meetings as nothing
more than "an input in the decision-making process," to
use the nebulous management terminology beloved of
Johnson and those around him, words borrowed from
technology that were curiously inexpressive in their new
context.

Prof. Baddour 'now moved that. the action be
condemned by the faculty and that the participants be
brought under the review of "appropriate discip';nary
authority."

This was probably not exactly the motion Johnson
desired; the first part of the motion was needed, but the
statement did not give the president the explicit support
of the faculty. And Johnson's "measured approach, with
low level of action" sounded far better than a command
that the disciplinary apparatus be invoked again. This
would not go over well with the undergraduates ,
e-rtainly. Even if there would be a, new series
of disciplinary hearings, now that this had happened, it
would be better if the faculty did not loudly demand
them; that seemed almost the demarcation of a
batdtle-line between students and faculty

The meeting was becoming increasingly a showcase
for those-professors who wished to give orations of
several minutes' length on one aspect or another of the
crisis. There is something of tihe soap-box orator an all too
many faiculty members; perhaps it is an occupational
hazard. In the midst of a series 'of such Spches, in
which one professor or another did little more than
attempt to deliver his sentiments, as eloquently as he or
sh_ cca!Cd muangge,, into 2 mirrnrr- , 2hnn amPrnlmnr

was offered and seconded that proposed the elimina-
tion of the second clause of the reworded Baddour
amendmnent, the clase that proposed referral of the
participants to "appropriate disciplinary authority."
Flooing another series of speeches by various faculty,
on such matters as the need to support the president in
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"rational discussion," and the "dignity of man," upheld 
x murderous, repressive status quo, and meant to ; 
continue to uphold it. The university was a mockery of
freedom anid humanism 

But it was student poliicns who spoke here, who
had been brought in to partcipate in decismon making, 
and whose perceptions would be considered here. And
their perceptions were that the discipline committee was
the issue of supreme importance. In this, they thought 
themselves representative of the student body.'

It is impossible to say what the concerns of the
student body were-war research, the discipline commit-
tee-or if they did not care about any of that. But the
only vote at the student body meeting that would take
place the next -day would be one that condemned the
development of the MIRV. 

At about 11:30, Howard Johnson appeared with Jim
Nichols, his pubiec relations cora!nt, and six e .ms -e;

i
of the MIT Corporation, among them James Chamnpy, 
Jeptha Wade, and Gregory Smith, then chairman of the
Corporation joint advisory committee on' Institute-wide -
affairs. They all took seats and Listened to the discussion A
for perhaps twenty minutes.

As Johnson sat, he began to look visibly upset over
the emphasis of the discussion. Snyder and Simonides 
had b-en conducting a meeting for well over three hours,
and there had been no tactical discussion. -

Snyder asked for summaries for the benefit of these
late arrivals. Amazingly, each person had a small speech J
mentally prepared. Students emphasized their belief that
the judicial system was bankrupt.

Johnson spoke after the summaries. All this was no 
doubt important, he said, but what was he to do about I
the occupation? One student at the meeting imagines
that he saw Johnson. cast a short glance toward
Simonides: What have you been doing here for three
hours? .

Gloom descended on the war room. They had i
occupied themselves wit h the discussion quasi debate on
justice and academic freedom and dignity and such, but
they had a- crisis to deal with. And their president, their 
crisis-managwer, wanted to know what to do about it. 

It was a student who managed to be first to speak. As
there were few students in the meeting as compared to
faculty, students had done a disproportionately large 
share of the talking. E

What were they to do? Why, nothing. The i
demonstrators had had no support; they would vacate 
eventually. =

No, said Johnson,' i don'ttink I ca doda tat., :
The discussion of tactics which he had requested 

followed for perhaps thirty-five minutes, in which time, 
with faculty members in -large numbers wishing to
express their opinions, very little concrete could be said. M
Someone was sumr to open this discussion with a i
soliloquy on how obvious it must be that'everyone
wished to see violence avoided. Somebody did. 

During the November Actions, no one could have E
predicted "the level of violence," whatever that was
supposed to mean. It had been an extremely serious 
matter to apply to the courts for an injunction with that .
uncertainty of how serious the confrontation would be. E
Now, it seemed, there was no such .problem: the door I

had ben smashed and offices occupied. An injunction E
did not seem to those at theomeeting to be'a last resort :L
before Armageddon. Obtaining one would be'a serious 
move, but it lacked the dread it had possessee in
November.

Yet. no one seemed willing, here, to formulate any
complete strategy; to pursue, for example, the matter of 
obtaining-an injunction to its possible consequence-the 
use of police. No one even raised the questions: How
long might we do nothing before obtaining an E
injunction? How long might we waitfafter? ,

Johnson stopped the discussion. it Was getting late. 
He still had a decision to make. Johnson asked that the 
group reassemble at nine the following morning. -

SAG mnember Marv Keghner was talking with Nancy .
Wheatdey and Tracy McLellan, both MIT students, after 
the meeting, whein it occurred to one of the three that A
the studeit body should meet to discuss the issues that X

had led to the takeover. All three, immediately accepting 
the importance of such a meeting, decided that they 
would hold it the following day, Friday. They 
silkscreened posters through the night. 

The number of people in the buffer zone dwindled to 
perhaps-two campus patrolmen as Thursday night I
progressed. At some time during the night, a few persons 
entered Johnson's office - om the secretarial area, g
picked up the battering ram whichn had iain on the floor
of the buffer zone without having been moved while
virtually every administrator, high ranking faculty 
meamber, and most of the campus patrol had stood .
within a few feet ibf it at one time or another during the A
day), and carried it into occupied territory. p
Second of 3 parts. Part III wiU appear in Tuesday's issue. 
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believes. His decisions for the life of the social organism
he leads are the amoral decisions of a living organism
itself; the amoeba lives eternally without appeal to ethics
orprinciples. 

From a letter dated January 9, 1970:

At no time have we stopped work on US Governnt
researh proiects except for the brief period of one hour and a
half in front of one of the eleven buildings of the
Instrumentation Laboratory when access was prevented by the
November Action Coalition pickts., That action by the pickets
was soon stopped by the calling in of the police...

"Calling in" the police is a much stronger statement
about the breaking up of the demonstration in front of
IL-5 in November than others would care to make; John
Wynne, for example, insisted recently that it was more
or less entirely the decision of the police themselves to
move on the Albany Street obstruction, wbich' was on
psbic property. Apparently,1the MIT administration's
comments on use of police covered the entire range,
depending on the liberalism or conservatism of the
person 'they were commenting to, from strongly-
asserting that MIT brought (or was going to bring) in
police, to strongly asserting that the police came (or
might have come, but did not) on their own volition.

At the end of the letter of January 9, Johnson,
seemingly replying to a suggestion that education in the
humanities be discontinued because it bred revolution-
aries, took on the Voice of Reason:

I agree that engineering students in general tend to be more
conservative and less prone to radical activities than do students
in the humanities, but students in the pure sciences are more
difficult to classify in these categories, and many 'of our
problems have come from students in physics, biology, and
chemistry as well as from students in the humanities. We would
be hard put to end our concentrations in these basic fields of
science.

O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ARLY THURSDAY EVENING, FAG/
SAG niet in the dean of engineering's huge conference
room, which had become known to some SAG members as
the war'room. The advisory groups, this evening, had
mustered. about 20 faculty' members and about six
students. Their numbers were augmented by the
presence of, among others, Simonides, Nyhart and
Snyder.

The meeting began with lengthy statements-the
appropriate statements. Everyone wished to express how
awful all these things that had been lapspening were.

You all know why we're here, began one, and that
was true-everyone did-but he told them anyway. These
preliminary-sentiments lasted some ten minutes.

Three members of SAG-Marv Keshner, Gary Gut,
Marvin Sirbu-had developed a three-point proposal over
dinner at Twenty-Chimneys in the student center:
Nothing should be done about the people in the office;
leave them alone and they would go away. The discipline
committee's activities should be immediately suspended,
and a' thorough revision of the judicial process begun
immediately. Albert should be reinstated and given a fair
hearing.;

Early in the meeting,,these three points were chalked
on a blackboard.

Somehow, point one-the immediate 'crisis-was not
much discussed. The group moved rapidly to the second
point: the judicial process.

"For at least three hours, the discussion centered'on
the judicial process, why students distrusted it, why it
should be remade. Faculty members were defensive:
their committee hd& acted justly against those who had
mocked the principles upon which the University stood;
why should students mistrust these good men and good
principles? The discussion 'became largely a debate
between faculty and students, one which was moder-
ated-as the meeting was chaired, more or less-by
Simonides and Snyder.

This discussion was what some of the students on
SAG had desired, a discussion of the causes of the,
occupation, and thus of student disaffections. The
discussion was in a sense counter to Johnson's wishes,
since Johnson had made an emphatic point of refusing
to discuss any issues of this sort while ultimatum-issuing
radicals occupied offices. Here, they were discussing one
of the points that had been on the ultimatum.

-From the standpoint of the student politicians, the
matter of overriding importance in all this mess was the
inequity of the discipline committee. From a radieals
view, the student politicians had missed the point
entirely: the discipline committee and its actions were
piddling evils, but representative of a university that,
hiding behind "the spirit of free, open inquiry,"

in this way would remain on the magnetic cards after the
readout, until erased by its replacement with -a new-
encoding. : 

In the Faculty Club, Wiesner and Simonides thoughtt
only of the cost of the machine.

Returning to the buffer zone, Johnson's office,
Simonides advanced to the door to occupied territory,
only to be rebuffed. He returned to' Wiesner's side.
Wiesner was staring through the door.

The machine was in fact being used. For a -while, it
had been the plaything of a smallgroup of youths,
friends of Katsiaficas and another RL member, Pete
Bohmer, who had been amusing themselves by a
running waterfight through the offices until they came
upon the device.

Eventually, others decided the 'apparatus - had
potential for turning out error-free leaflets (originals for
offset printing), and had taken over the exploration of
the device. They discovered a few cards that seemed
designed to fit into the machine, and, being MIT
students, rapidly figured out how to operate it. A few'
buttons pressed, the IBM machine dutifully began typing
out Howard Johnson's persofnal correspondence, to the
delight of those who toyed with it.

Outside, in Johnson's office, Simonides and Wiesner
could hear the machineloudly typing.

Suddenly, miraculously, Wiesner, a campus patrolman
'- behind him, forced his way into the offices and to the
machine, which he somehow- disabled by removing a-
part-the IBM type ball seems the only possibility. Here,
said, someone, pulling the plug, take your damned
machine. Wiesner wheeled it into Johnson's office.
Everyone-in the occupied offices and in Johnson's-was
shouting: Take it easy! 

Wiesner absently handed the part he had remnoved
from the ;IBM machinery to Benson Snyder. Snyder, in
turn, was to absently leave it on his desk, amidst a
confusion of art objects and bric-a-brac, where it would
sit unrecognized for a-month.

On the followinig day, Friday, January 16, 1970,
Tbursday would'distribute. a special issue, on page three
of which would appear three letters signed by Howard
W. Johnson. It appears that they were genuine; '"The
trespassers removed card files and correspondence,"
wrote Johnson in a statement "To Members of the MIT
Community" distributed on January 18, "and three
stolen letters were published by Thursday . .". And he
included in a list of possible charges to be brought
against the occupiers who could be identified: "theft
and publication of Institute files'.' -

From the Thursday text of a letter dated, curiously,
December 21, 1968-that is, a year before the office
takeover;-curious, unless the IBM magnetic card had
lain unused for a year, or a copy of the letter was found
elsewhere in the offices:

I am of course deeply sorry that you have come to the
conclusions you have expressed in your recent letter to me. I
think that you would fmind that the loyalty of MIT students and
faculty to this country is at the same high level it has always 
been. You should be aware thait the level of research and support
of Us government aims carried on by MIT is higher now than it
has ever been in its history ..

This letter was apparently intended to pacify some irate
patriotic citizen, as were the other two. This one goes on
to discuss the Sanctuary:

On the issue of the AWOL soldier who was present in the
Student Center for several days, I would make only a few points.
The number of MIT students who were .-k..dm. this eo,
was never more than two or three percent. of the.student
body.... They brought -in and attracted: good -many" !ipiep
types who did not add toe the attractivenesg of theaffair, but you
must remember- that' -the S"ha"tuCent'tet is a semi-public
building....

.. We informed the FBI and the military and civil authorities
imnmediately after he appeared in th e Student'Center ..

.. If we had moved to throw out the people surrounding
him, I suspect we would have made martyrs for his cause.
Instead, this group dwindled to a pathetic few, and eventually
the military came and picked him up with our wholehearted
cooperation ...

... No one regrets more than I that these demonstrations
occur in this country. As you can guess, a geat many people
outside MIT would like to make MIT look bad since.it is so
closely aligned with the continuing defense policies of the
country. I simply hope that you will not aid them by supporting
us less in this critical time in history.

The publication of the letters tended to be more
embarassing than damaging. Johnson's inmage was not
one such that it'would be expected that he would show
the same face to everyone..As a manager, he seemed to
have only the manager's amoral desire to keep his
institution going. From the man's image, at least, one
would not expect from him a stand on principles, if that
stand did not further any amoral interests of the
organism War research helped to keep the Institute
financially solvent, or kept it from drifting hopelessly far
from solvency. It seems possible that Johnson never
understood what the successful conclusion of war
research meant in human lives; nor would he, in his
position, have to do so. The essential mystery of the
politician, the "leader," is the mystery of what he
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and the entire cast is unusual in
its uniform quality.

The sound system on occa-
sion leaves something to be de-
sired, but it will hopefully be
shaped up by the time thbP pre-
view week is over, and We 'reg-
ular" performances begin. That
happy day wil be tomorrow.
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By P.E. Sindler,
GodspeUll -is a --positively' 

nique ·theatrical. 'experince-
bich should not be missed-.

There; -It, had to. be said-
wickly: now there is time to say
xactlY why Godspell---i 'prob-:
bly one of tie freshest-;:most
lightful musical s to hit Boston
quite a while. 
The sto'y of thi play' is the'

ory of the Gospel according to
t. MattheW; and was begunas' a
laster's -. thesis at Camnegie-
ellon (in Pittsburgh) by- John
Schael Tebelak. He took. the
spel story and wieaved it to:
ther into a fascinating play-
pe piece which he then took-
the Care' LaMiama in Green'

ch Village.
Just like in the' pictures, two

ig time Broadway producers
aw it, and took it under their
ing for a full-fledged :off-
roadway production. Edgar
ansbury and Stuart Duncan

brought in Stephen.-Schwarz to
write new lyrics for the.play-but
did not tamper with much of
Tebelak's cast, which was made
.up largely of his'dlassmates from
Carnegie.

The critics have been as
·.nearly unanimous as it is pos-

sibe for them to be in their
praise of this musical,.and with
good cause. It was an amateur
production- to start with, and it
has-managed to maintain many
of its amateurish good points,
while developing -the gloss of a
professional show.

It cannot be easily cate-
gorized,-but it does make use of
the' Whole theatre as a stage, and
there are several scenes duing
Which the cast attempts to'get
the audience involved. This is
done by talking to the audience
walking and talking and singing
in- the aisles, and generally
acknowledging the existance of a

group of interested observers.
The play, itself is a series of

;vignettes taken from Matthew's
story of the life of Christ. An of
them are familax, indeed, some-

'times too familiar, but they have
certainly not been told as well in
recent times as they are told
here. 

Several styles are used to tell
the.stories- including the Story
Theatre style of having actors
serve both as narrators and char-
acters in the story. Another
method used by. the young, en-
thusiastic cast in the telling of
the story of the good samaritan,
was similar to -hand puppet,
without the puppets. It must be.-
seen- to be believed, but it is
entertaining, and it works, and
that is all that one must ask of
theatre .

.There are occasions when it
seems as though Godspell does
not work. At the very start of
the play, it is a little hard to
accept Jesus and the disciples
dressed as clowns. But, as the
play progresses, the audience
comes to accept this as the
convention with 'which the
story is told. The story, on
occasion, is hard to take how-
ever: the transitions might work..
well as jump cuts in a film, but
on the stage, they are ragged and
abrupt, and occasionally the au-
dience gasps when, ,instead of
slipping fromn story to story, they
are dragged, heels first.

The set is visually intuiging;.
it is a chain link fence, filling'
center stage. There are no cur-
tains or backdrops behind it, so
one can see the back wall of the
Wilbur Theatre behind it, (a la
Thornton Wilder and Our Town)
lit from above with colors that
fit the mood of the scene being
presented. Because of the semi-
transparent nature of the chain
link fence, stage hands can be
seen at work behind it, adding a
note of the unusual to the pre-
sentation.

The performances are all out-
standing, but even among the
great, there are those who are
greater, and two of the men in
this play deserve special credit.
Ryan Hilliard, who plays Jesus,

By Alan Razak
The astounding thing about
e Hill is how Tommy Beggren
anded the lead. Betcha if Dustin
offman or Eliot Gould or even 

ohn Wayne spokle Swedish,
ey'd have it made. This is a
tar vehicle picture, so where's
star?

The director, Bo Widerberg, is
Swedish; that explains it;
Swedish director, Swedish actor.

So what's Joe Hill, anyway?
A bio-pic, in that it is a true
story-a Swedish i niant be-
comes involved in the short-lived
Industrial Workers of the World
movement around 1910, after-
traveling around America in vari-
ous capacities. OK, well; fine,
but it's not a bio-pic completely.
Aha! It's a film with a moral,
isn't it? All films have a moral-
don't they? Certainly-men are
stupid and cumbersome and in-
considerate and refuse to change
for the better. So what else is
new?

Well, there's an interesting
afightment on a cultural awaken-
mg theme' somebody's always
pIaying a musical instruent, or
writing. Joe meets his one true

rtown-eyed love at the opera
("La Triviata"). A. 'hobo' de-
nds his daiy tea ritual. Inter-
wting, but not carried through.
trike Three.

Enter "Easy Rider." Without
motorcycle. Or Jack Nichol-

son, or Dennis Hopper. (Yawn)
Etr I Enter W. Eter a Cause..Enter
Emotion, an attempt at plot and
Luigi MazzinL Hi, Luigi. So
where's Charlton Heston?

Only Charlton would face the
fiing squad to preserve his one
true brown-eyed love's reputa-
tion. But here's this young Tom-
my what's-his-name doing it. OK
Tommy, so Charlton's not the
only one (Sob).

Let's face it-Joe Hill is' a
movie without a soul. The story
is fine, upstanding, undeniably
in the right. But it has no soul.
Joe is a Swedish immigrant at
the beginning and Joe is a
Swedish im-igrant at the end-
or might as well be (He's just
been around for a while).. Wide-
berg provides no insight-we
know nothing about Joe as a
person, only as a means for a
purpose, and so there is no real
commitment from us in his mar-
tyrdom.'!ndeed, there is no sur-
prise. Joan Baez tells us in the
title'song:

I dreamed I saw Joe Hill.
Isr-night

Alive as you or me.
Says I, but Joe
You're ten yearn dead.
I never died, says he..'.

Yup, Joe's dead. Joan sings.
So does Luigi Hi, LuigL oe Hill
is dead, I don't care what he
says. As a cinematographic ef-
fort, it w never really alive.

is put through the largest range
of emotions, and handles the
central role with the aplomb of a
seasoned'professional, which he
is not. Jerry Sroka, as a man of
many voices, could give Mel
Blanc a run for his money. Time
and again, he proves his versa-
tility during the play. The two
of them are a pleasure to watch,

USSR 1964
Albin Counter Gambit

- Tataev Naglis
1. P-Q4 P-Q4
2. P-QB4 P-K4
3. PxKP P-Q5
4. N-KB3 N-QB3
5. P-QR3 P-B3 .
6. PxP QxP
7. B-N5 Q-N3
8.- B-B4 Q-B2!
9. B-N3 B-N5

10. QN-Q2 o-o-0
11. P-N4 N-B3.
12. P-N5 N-QR4
13. N-K5 Q-K3
14. Q-R4 P-QN31
15. P-B3 B-KB4

- 16. N-N3 B--B7
17. N-BS Q-B4

: 18.P--K4 PxPep
19. B-Q3 QxB!
20. N/BxQ BxQ
21. N-N2 B--N6 .
22. N-B7 R-Q7
23. NxR RxN
24. 0-- BxBP
25. resigns

pawn, he can simply play
-Walter Hil

DON'T WAIT!
Plan your holiday and vacation travel now, at Heritage's new travel office in Kerndall Square.

We have the latest information~on youth fares: Both Domestic and International.

Heritage's new office represents all airlines, and will suggest the flight best suited to your needs.
You may purdichase your youth fare tickets from us and save time at the airport.

Heritage is just one block from the Sloan campus,
in Kendall Square. Call or visit our office; we're
open from 8:30am until 5:30ppm, Monday through
Friday, and from 9:00am until 1:00pro on Saturday.
SEE HERITAGE TRAVEL FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL

NEEDS.Position after 19. B-Q3
hite's 7..B 'NS puts .the bishop on an
ncomfortable square. Probably P--Kl3
llowed by B-N2 is more reasonable. 17.

lxP loses a piece to: 17 .. .QxN. White
signs for if Black is-unable to queen his
-KN4 followed by B-N2'and BxN.

One Broadway, Cambridge, Mass. 02142

Te. 86-2666

Tel. 868-2666
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noted for the skeptical, and-
always including the. one inci-
dent or quote so ludicrous or
incrmuninating"as to destroy any
.semblance of sympathy for the
Establishment position.

For those already convinced
of the hypocrisy' or foolishness
of our country's policy, Chom-
sky never fails to' be enter-

: taining. For those not yet swung
tohis point of view, the material
can be a powerful proselytizing -
agent.

By Alex hakowski '
NOam Chomsky, ,along with

the -rest of MIT's once-noted
radicals, no longer loomsas an
imposing figure on the .MIT
campus. Student (and faculty)
interest in political affairs has
tapered off, and with it has gone
the attention of the men who,
by their writing or speaking, had.
sharpened- the important issues
for the campus. Choomsky hasn't
spoken to a large audience at
MIT since lis speech-in Kresge
during the Carmbodia uprising
two years ago.

But Chomsky's appeal never
had been limited to the MIT
campus (my father first discov-
ered him on the NBC -Today
Show) and early this-year by
invitation he went to England's
Trinity College to deliver the
first of the Bertrand Russell
lecture series.' Random House-
was sufficiently.. confident in
'Chomsky's popularity to publish
the two talks in a hardcover
edition.

Problems of Knowledge and
Freedom, stylistically at least,
strikingly resembles Chomsky's
well known A merican Power and
the New Mandarins: the loose
essay form, whether delivered on
paper or from the lectern, suits
his method of tackling subjects,
freeing him from the unity,
consistency, or parallel structure
a book'format. might enforce.
Buts this plan of presentation:-can-
have its 'drawbacks; .since the-
reader. may, find himself t'inta-
lized ,by ' the:-.possibilitides .for
further exploration of a subJ;ct
only to see it pushed aside to'
make way for a, short, biting
attack in a different. area.

In Problems, the first. piece is 
an analytic philosophical 'piece'
on one-of Russell's pet'questions:
-do we know anythinrindepen
dent of experience.- Or,' to. -

phrase the question in. a manner
more suited to ' ' 'Chomsky's
thoughts on the subject, will two'
humans subjected to rather dif-
ferent. sets of experience from.-
different knowledge structures?
Chomsky's field is linguistics
and he uses examples from his
and other 'experts' research to.
show that certain invariant prop-
erties exist among all human
languages, properties. 'that have
no functional significance. More
likely than not, some physiolog-
ical property of the human mind
predisposes us to these language
constructions, and by extra-
polating we could hypothesize
that man's ability to extend his
sphere of knowledge is 1"-mited

by a requirement of matching up
some similarly innate capacity to
create theories with an aspect of
the structure of the world. 

Certainly an interesting idea,
with implications in a number of
social science, religious, political,
and philosophical fields. Bound
by his form of presentation
though, Chomsky could only
sketch the beginnings of the
necessary arguments, before
moving on to the.next topic.

Part two is an essay where

not only the styl but the
content follows MandaririEarly
in his lecture, Chomsky Chooses
a -theme of ptsg for' the'
liberation of man's creative im-
,pulse. Before too long, however,
he loses track of his oiginal
perspective to lashlout at Amer-
ican foreign and, to a lesser
extent, domestic policy. As 'in
Mandarins, he ,legins with the
broad, sweeping charges; then
follows them up with the sup-5
porting evidence, -suitably foot-
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Fencers .:
MIT's :NeWa. -Englatid ch1am-

pion, fencig" . :team- 'began- its;
season on Saturda W it a Sold-'
20-7 victory over Brandeis- The
victory is impressive because
after the fast round. leading 8-1,
:,;IT replaced 'half- of its team
with - fremen fencenrs, .who
went on to win the Plext two
re nds-63, -3.G This is the fistt.
time in years that MIT has had
so many experienced -freshmen
fencers, and the added depth

should lead to another victorious
season / '

The .team' has a new coach
this year, Eric S0llee, a Harvard-
ahumus and well-known area
fencer. His emphasis on tactics
should strengthen one of MIT's
weak poits and produice a more
developed team.

In Saturday's Brandeis com-
petition, Mike Asherman '72 led
the foil team with a 3-0 record;
Bill Parker'74, Nick Lazaris '72,

and Greg Rothman'75 each
picked up one victory. In sabre,
:ion Abrahamson '72 went 2-0;
with John Tsang '73 and Mike
Wong winning two each. Fresh-
man Dong Park fenced very
nicely to win his only bout. In
epee, Marty Fraeman '73 went
2-0, with Bill Rae also picking
-up two wins. Bob Lukens '73,
Pete copper '75, and Ed Delvers
'72 all won one bout each.

On Deck .

Today
Squaa,5 n xz D _In..ns.y-V...SQU·CI~/~\ D~D'j!s~i, ...:. .noa;. v / ~,aia~o~,svtxla, I.vvpm

" Tomorrow
Pistol (JV) at Coast Guard,

12:00 noon
Wrestling (JV,F) Lowell Tech,

2:00 pm

CZI- H!N.A C!NE MA
Featuring Chinese Films (With EnglishSubtitles)
Mon- Fri

2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8: 30, 10:30
Sat.

12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30, 10:30
Sun.

1:00, 2:45, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30, 10:30
EXCLUSIVE SHAW BROTHERS PRODUCTION
Se.TAIRDTI NG

TODAY:
Telephone:

t'EW PICTURECRIMSON CHARM M E£ FICEVERY FRIDAYW
423-7415 84 Beach Street CHINATOWN

Lenses
Film

t
SPOTMATICMiT suffered its first set-

back of the season Tuesday
night in Rockwell Cage, in'a
heart-breaking 91-86 overtime
loss to Brandeis. The -defeat
brought the Engineers' record to
2-1, but the team played well
and showed promise for a win-
ning season - Brandeis may well
be the toughest college division
team MIT will face this year.

The Techmen got off to a
slow start agaifist the Brandeis
2-3 half-court press, slipping be-
hind 17-8 in the first five min-
utes. Co-captain Hal Brown '72
then got a. hot hand and poured
in nine field goals in fourteen
attempts in the first half. Bran-
deis rooters in the well-popu-
lated stands must havre thought
Brown was using radar, hitting
20-foot shots over the out-
stretched arms of amazed de-
fenders.- Hal's 23-point outburst
left MIT down only two at
halftime, 4240.

After a slow start in the
first minutes of the second peri-
od, MIT began to match baskets
with Brandeis, staying within
five until midway through the
period. Balance was the key.as
Jerry Hudson '73 and Bill God-
frey '72 scored when Brandeis
adjusted to try to stop Brown.
When Brandeis could prevent the
front-court men from getting the
ball, Minot Cleveland '72 hit
from way out.

Brandeis finally began to
pull away as their hot-shooting
guards got the best of their
foul-laden opponents. With
about six minutes remaining,
MIT was dowun 77-66 when Hal
Brown came up with an inspired
steal which he. converted into
three points. By the two minute
mark, MIT was in the lead,
79-78. Brandeis sent the Engi-
neers to the charity-stripe several
times. during the next minute
but the freethrows ivouldn't go
down. With about twenty sec-
onds remaining, Brandeis tied it
82-82. When MIT missed its
chances for a last-second bucket
the game went into overtime.

After both clubs-failed to
fid the range early in OT, Bran-
deis took command as each of
their guards cannred- FGs. The
Brandeis zone contained the
weary Engineers who were able
to muster only two fieldgoals in
the five minute overtime period.
lThe last minute saw Brandeis
parading to the line as MIT
fouled in a desperate effort-to
gPt the ball and score.

FG
2
8
8

14
4
0
0

36

FT
0
1
3
6
4
0
0

14

RB
6
3

23
10
13

1
0

56

TP
4

17
19

,34
12
0

`O8686

White
Cleveland
Hudson
Brown
Godfrey
Stanley
Armstead
TOTAL

$165.00
and Up

EXPERIENCE

the

ALPHA/THEATA CYBORG
Bio-Feedback of Cambridge

354-0851
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You worked hard for that new car of yours. Now all you've
got to do is take care of it. Part of it's using the right
gasoline. Amoco®. The type rmost new car owner
manuals recommend.

Amoco is specially formulated for your new car's anti-
pollution engine. Made to help it run better, longer. And
Amoco can double the life of your tail pipe and muffler
compared to fully leaded-gasolines; spark plugs last
longer, too.

Amoco Super-Premium gives you ail these benefits plus-
better mileage than other premiums. It's the only anti-
pollution premium gasoline you can buy.
That's one reason why more new car buyers switch to
Amoco and other gasolines at American than any
other brand.

So now that you've got that new car, use the gasoline
you can count on.

You've got a new car We've got a new car gasoline.

15bb
=W~rbdei~ml K

215 a11.~ee
." 111Mma'lommm.

You expect more from American and you.get it.-.
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

il -Br zandei s 2 0.-7

Brandeis nips cagers;
udson top rebounder

ILow Discount Prices
- -2 F; .

.N A ~ :-= : = .: Darkroom
PENTAX - : ....? -- Equipment

Lowest Discount Prices on ALL Photo Equlipment and Supplies

NEW ENGLAND PHOTO
436 Mass. Ave. Arlington Center
Only 7 minutesfrom Harvard Square Tel. 643-1463

"I worked hard ail sunmmer
to get enough bread for a down payment on my

new bug. So I'm going to baby it'
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Pete Hadley '72 swam to a
second' plae Finish in the tough
'2CFC butterfly, as R OM o the
gap to 'one point, but in the1-I00

'free Kavazanjian and Epstein
reversed their earlier 1-2 fmnish,
as this time Epstein triumphed.

Freshman Dave Deacon fi-
ished' second in the 200 back-
stralre, f01!owe~_ ~y Simond~ as
M_!T moved out to a 43-36 lead.
Kavazanjian came ba.c from the
I 100 -to win-the 500 free (he
holds the varsity -record in this
event) and wrap up the meet for
MIfT, as Schulz took third
Simonds,' Paster, Hadley, and
Epstein scored a half-tap victory-
in the 400 -'frerelay, to make
the fm-al score 65-48.

Against Tuft s on wednesday'
night, the. Tech swimmers
coasted home to-an easy 75-38
'.triunph. MIT's divers garnered.
i4 out o.f 16 points in the.
diving, as Gronauer won both
events. Rich placed second in
the optional dive,,.-while Jim

' Knnuer '72 edged him aout for
third in the one meter required
dive.

The MT contingent got Off

to a good tarft -by winning the
first event,.- the. 400 ' medley
·relay, as'-.f.reshinen .Deacon,
Siinonds, and D'an. Bethencourt
and captain Hadley 1triumphed'in
the time of 4:00.6. 'Paster and

· Schulz swept' the 1000, and
Kayaz.an' and Peterson ran
the scoretO'.i23-2 by placing 1-2
in the 200 free. Epstein won the

;50 fle, and;Bier t andRRn
-MolonY '74 .plced 2-3 . in. the
200 individ .g m e d lle'y; .'.... .... '

iisfmeci;~s·~o~ -inr-h -200 fly- and..ished-.second .In~he'20.~y.n
Epstein' and Kawazanjian" placed

1-"!2 in 'the' !00. fire.- Frosh
Deacon won the 200 backstroke,
and Paster and Al Efromson '74
swept the. 50( free, -Paster
touching. fn~st in 5:42.1.-
Bethencourt stroked in first to
win the 200 breastroke.

Paster finished fourth , but fresh-
man Peter'Schuz salvaged the
race fJror- us'I, taig"H3Lw~~
time of 1'1:56.3,

Ed' Kavazanjin `73 and Ken
Epstein `74 took 1-2 respectively
for MIT in the 200 freestyle, but
RPI countered with a 1-2 sweep
in the 50, In the 200 individual

triumphed over the two RPI
entd.es, with teainmate Kim
Bierwert '72. placing third.

Divers Chip Gronauer '72 and
Ed Rich, '72 put Tech. ahead to
stay with a I-2 finish in the one
meter requed , dive. Captain-

The MIT swimming team
opened up its 1971-72 season.
withn wins in its fffnst two meets,
as they defeated RPI On Satur-
day and Tufts on Wednesday.

Against RPI the Tech medley
relay, with two untried fleshmen
on it, lost the opening -event as-
Bob Paster '73, the engineers'
anchor man, closed a halIf-pFol-

gap to one. body length before
running out of pool to swim in.

Paster then tried to repeat in
the grueiing 1000, but such- a
repeat, tough enough when one
is in shape, is virtually impossi-
ble this early in the season.

In Saturday's game against Norwich, MIT's varsity cage s(
their second contest in a row,, defeating the Connecticut c
77-68- Harold Brown 72 led ihe squad with twenty-thre
Above, Ray Whime ?4 lofts a jump shot over the Norwich d
as BrOwn (21) and Minot Clevehnd 72:(5) look on.

Phtoto by Sheldon

]By Jack Cater
Last Saturday -thee vxsity

pistol team opened its season in
the Northeast interconlegate Pis-
tol. League (NECP with L ) vic- 
tories over the US Air Force
Academy, Boston State College,
and Newak , C ollege of Engin-
eering, the latter a newcomer to
the NECPL. The MIT-Air.Force
-Conventional Pitol Coumse
matches have 'uually been, de-
cided by a few points and this
year's was no exception. "

Tecl~s four-man team, se-
lected befoxe the match from
ten shooters, consisted of All-

· American. john Good '72, who
lead all competitors with an
g5 026x, Captain Bob Gibson
'72 with 828.i-1x, ] ed. R.segger

`'74,. 8 13:- 1 3x, tottallinig
3312-62x..They 'beat e Air.
F arc~ce fours 3300,59x; Newark
placed thid. with 3213-47x and
Boston State was fourth with
2989-23x.-

Beginning this year, a
30-rounI International Slow
Fire Match is to be fired after

the conventional matches in the
NECPL, MIT was also victorious
in.this event, -as' Good " came'
within one point- of -tying his
-own na')nal collegiate record of
265 out of 300. Gibson fired
248/300, followed by a new-
comer to the -team, freshman
Karl Seelet (who holds the Na-
'riohal -Junior Air.Pistol title)at
246/300. Rusegger f ired
241/300 to complete a team
total of 999/1200. Air Force was
again second With 97411200,
Newark third with 895/1200,
and Boston State fourth with
$30112, -

La Sunday t four MIT
fresh set a new National Junior
Inter'._O'na Slow Fire record
"wil'i a s-oreof" 1677 out of a
possible 2400, breaking the old
iecordl by a phenomenal 132
points_ Seeier led the' team with
470, just seven points under the
lNational Juidor individual re-

aord. Shannon HUil fred -a 417,
'Pop' Meesook 414, and Richard
Mcdarthy 376 to complete, the
team's score. With the exception

of Seeler, who began shooting
tIs~ summer, the freshmen haveIonly been shoofin ~_nce the

[beginni ng of the term.

By S. Holinger
MIT sports received some

unsolicited national publicity. 6n
the Saturday after Thanksgiving
during the television broadcast
of the' Army-Navy football
game. During the halftime inter-
mission, ""Sportscaster of the
Year" Chris Shenkel, of ABC.
Sports, was discussing the varied
athletic opportunities that col-
leges belonging to the'National
Collegiate Athletic Association
provide for their students.

Shenkel pointed out that
MIT leads the nation in the
number of sponsored varsity
teams with 21, followed by
UCLA and, Dartmouth, .who

-have -19 each. Since the, Army-'
Navy game is-seen nation-wide
with'ti 'the"~e'stimc at ,d'tedi~`: bf-'r
viewers in excess of-30 'million;:
this Was probably the .bigg'st
plug evezijr for MIT athletics.

Shenkel and his fellow
sportcasters, theo, of course,
went on to patter about "that
old football factory, MIT:", a la
Sports Iuiumrated, but-mention-
ing'the Institute is better public-
ity for the NCAA titan it is for
MIT. That a well-known academ-
ic institution is associated with
the NCAA:obviously 'isgood -for
their image. .

On. the localjevel,,,.a caller
on' WBZ radio's. evening talk
show, '~Calling .A]hSports ' with
Guy Mainella, made an interest-
ing remark with regard to IT

sports a couple 'of weeks ago.
The caller maintnined that col-
lege sports: seem,-. to .'existI for
themselsv tojda and not for-the
students s. So ma,~:y~plgy ''areC
~-nfitC~' laind receive "Wahor-

ships,.:/and the -spectator must
pay '.to see them compete. Then
the caler conta-sted this-with
MIT where there is no recruiting
or athletic grants-in-aid, all the
events are free, -and yet MIT
manages to rapport' more varity
teams than any other college in

nwd-ftipP jet km Now Yak
For only $165* round trip,

Icelandbic A~irlines jets you bom
New York to Lurxemboulrg-in the
heart of Europe for best connec-
tions to evterywhere.~i Effive Wa
youths aged 12 thru 29. Book
within 30 days of departure.
Alsob, check our- Youth Farm to
Norway., Sweden, Demark. Eng-
land and Scotland. Mi~ajor credit
cards accepted. See your travel
agent! M~ail coupon!
*Add $10 one way for departures
within ten days b~efore and after
Christimas and E~aster--and dur-
ing summer season. Fare and
conditons subject to change.
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